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"FOREWORD

This report was prepared for the United States Naval Air Develop-

ment Center under Contract Number N62269-78-C-0043 by Calspan Corporation,

Buffalo, New York, and documents the research program performed under that

contract during the period April 1978 to December 1980.
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the Flight Research Department of Calspan. Mr. J. L. Beilman was the Pro-

gram Manager. Mr. R. C. Radford was the Project Engineer and Mr. D. Andri-

sani II was the Research Engineer; Mr. T. J. Gavin was the Project Engineer

for the electronic systems, both airborne and ground-based. Technical mon-

itoring was provided by the Naval Air Development Center; the authors wish to

acknowledge their appreciation to Messrs. J. W. Clark, Jr., B. J. Gajkowski

and C. •azza of NADC for their support, and to Lt. J. C. Cumming, U.S.N.

for his efforts in the development and validation of the simulation task.

Research programs using the X-22A aircraft are dependent on the

collective contributions of a large number of individuals at Calspan. The

authors are particularly grateful to: Mr. N. L. Infanti and Mr. R. E. Smith

who were safety pilots and Mr. M. L. Parrag and Mr. C. J. Berthe, Jr. who

served as evaluation pilots. The efforts of Mr. T. J. Gavin and Mr. T. J.

Franclemont in maintaining the electronic sys;tems are greatly appreciated as

are the efforts of those responsiblE for mechanical maintenance, Mr. E. G.

Frantz, Crew Chief, Mr. W. A. Wilcox, Installation Section Head, Mr. D. E.

Dobmeier, Inspection and Mr. J. W. Hooper, Jr. and Mr. M. A. Sears, mechanics,

and Mr. J. W. Babala and Mr. M. J. Bergum, the MLD crew. Finally, special

thanks are given to Mr. J. R. Lyons for his efforts in data reduction and Ms.

J. Cornell and Ms. C. L. Turpin for their contributions to the preparation of

this report.
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ABSTRACT

This fifth simulation experiment, using the U.S. Navy X-22A variable

stability V/STOL aircraft, was undertaken to generate data for the development

of flying qualities and advanced flight control system design criteria for the

visual shipboard landing task. Since duplication of a ship landing pad and

superstructure was impractical, the X-22A Head-Up-Display was employed to pre-

sent to the pilot position information relative to a simulated ship landing

pad. To evoke pilot control and stabilization activity similar to that in

the actual shipboard environment, both discrete three-dimensional position

tracking and landings to a simulated pad approximately fifty feet above the

actual ground were employed as piloting tasks. A microwave landing system

with precision ranging capability served as the guidance sensor for both the

translational rate flight control system mechanizations and for the HUD

tracking information. A total of 11 evaluations were performed of various f
horizontal and vertical translational rate flight control system dynamics.

The primary results of the program defined regions of satisfactory and accept-

able flying qualities as functions of velocity command gain and the time con-

stant of velocity response. The limits on command gain and time constant for

satisfactory flying qualities indicated by this experiment are considerably

smaller than those determined in ground simulator experiments.
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Section 1

INTRODUCTION

Next generat ion Navy VTOL aircraft will be required to operate from

small aviation ships under conditions of reduced visibility, higher sea states,

and more severe winds compared to today's Navy helicopters. For example, the

Knear term goal of the NAVTOLAND SH-2F demonstrator development program is the

performance of landings with zero ceiling, visibility of 700 feet and in

environments up to Sea-State S. One of the factors limiting the operational

capability of current VTOL aircraft, including helicopters with pitch and roll

attitude command and heading hold flight control systems, is the high pilot

workload associated with stabilization of the aircraft in the presence of

ship air wake, ambient turbulence and large deck motion. Next generation

non-helicopter VTOL's with high disc loading will experience similar difficul-

ties but the pilot workload may be increased by the lower effective thrust-to-

weight ratio and moment control power.

Inertial translational rate command (TRC) systems seem to show con-

s iderable promise to alleviate many of, the stability and control difficulties

in the landing flight phase because of their inherent gust-proofing character-

istics and their relief of the pilot's inner loop attitude stabilization role. .
Furthermore, ground-based simulator studies indicate that these benefits can

be realized with reduced mnoment control power compared to less sophisticated

augmentation systems such as rate or attitude comnmand (Reference 1) . Thej

recent development of small, accurate guidance sensors such as the Microwave

Landing System (QILS) with precision ranging capability has made the implemen-

tation. of such flight control systems practicable in the small ship environment.

This report dcscribes an in-flight simulation program, using the

U.S. Navy X-22A variable stability aircraft, whose objective was to provide

meaningful data for the development of flying qualities and flight control

design criteria for TRC systems in visual shipboard landings. A visual task

'4 was selected to focus on flight control system characteristics and to elim-

inate questions of control/display interaction. Since operational and flight
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safety considerations precluded replication of the near ship environment, an

equivalent task was devised using the X-22A Head-Up-Display (HUD) to provide

position information. Although the experiment emphasized longitudinal and

lateral control, vertical augmentation requirements were also examined in 3imu-

lated landings to ensure that the experimental results were not compromised by

inadequate height control characteristics. In addition, the experiment addressed

the question of control power requirements for these control implementations

both by mgeasurements of control power utilized and by limiting available con-

trol to determine the degradation in flying qualities and task performance.

The remainder of this report is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the purpose and goals of the experiment together with background

material relevant to TRC control implementations and the development of the

evaluation task and the flight control systems eesign. The conduct of the

experiment is presented in Section 3 while Section 4 discusses the program

results and their relationship to other experimental data. Finally, Sections

5 and 6 presents the conclusions and recommendations for fuvther work.

2
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Section 2I

DESIGN OF THE3 EXPERIMENT

2.1 BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE4

Depending on vehicle configuration, horizontal translational rate
control can be realized either through modulation of X and Y forces or through

tilting the thrust vector by rotation of the entire vehicle, that is, attitude-

type TRC. Direct force, attitude and blended TRC systems have been implemented

in flight vehicles (References 2 and 3) and investigated in ground-based sim-

ulators (References 1 and 4 to 6). Unfortunately, most of these programs

involved specific control configurations so the data base for crit~ria develop-

mernt is limited. These data do indicate,' however, that with suitable dynamics,

attitude-type TRC systems can provide improved flying qualities compared to

less sophisticated control implementations in demanding hovering talks, although

the minimum translational time constant achievable appears to be limited by

the magnitude of the attitude excursions required. Direct force implealenta-.

tions obviate this difficulty but can produce undesirable side accelerations

in the cockpit in response to control inputs. The pilot rating data of Refer-

ence 4 indicate a slight preference for attitude-type TRC systems, not because

of superior performance but because of their better ride quality characteristics.

Possibly, the greatest factor against direct force implementations is that

unless these devices are also required for other purposes (i.e., transition

or yaw control) the~ir inclusion in an air vehicle will impose penalties of

weight, complexity and cost since they will not supplant moment controllers.

Direct force TRC control implementations will be included in advanced VTOL's

only if the requisite flying qualities cannot be provided by attitude-type

TRC systems.

For these reasons, the current experiment was directed to attitude-

type TRC control implementations only. Although the X-22A can control X-force

directly through collective modulation of the elevons, this capability was not

used in this experiment.

3
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In tport of the experiment design, an analysis was conducted to

determine the an icipated closed-loop characteristics of the X-22A, the influ-
once of inherent c. qracteristics on augmented dynamics and to examine potential

TRC control criterih The results of that analysis are presented in the fol-

lowing subsection.
I

2.2 CONTROL SYSTI 14S DESIGN

2.2.1 Longitudinal/I iteral Translational Rate Control Systems

The objective f the longitudinal and lateral flight control system

parameter variations was to generate a data base for the correlation of flying

qualities with the vehic e's closed-loop modal characteristics. Of particular

interest was the feasibility of developing flying qualities criteria based on

reduced order system dy amical models paralleling the CTOL equivalent system

models employed in the iilitary flying qualities specification MIL-F-8785C

(Reference 7). Accord ngly, -analyses were performed first to establish the

dynamics of the X-22A vith translational rate augmentation, to establish gain

ranges for command au, LvZuut k p- t - te -ritaria develop-

ment and to relate t' . estimated closed-loop dynamics to previous experimental

investigations. In the discussion to follow, the longitudinal axis is used for

illustration; the behavior of the augmented lateral axis is similar and is not

discussed separately.

IJ
The TRC control systems implemented for this experiment are comprised

of inner loop attitude stabilization with an outer velocity loop (Figure 1).

In structure, the longitudinal and lateral systems are identical. The inertial

velocity signals for all axes are derived from complementary filtering of on-

board accelerometer and MLS position data resolved into an aircraft heading

axis system (Reference 8). *dditional workload relief functions such as auto

trim (i.e., forward loop integration) were considered but not implemented on

the basis that the simulated atmospheric disturbances were zero mein and the

task primarily involved maneuvering. Accordingly, velocity trim was accom-

plished manually through the X-22A parallel trim system.

4
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_ I No attempt was made to modify the stability and control characteris-

tics of the X-22A to match any specific VTOL configuration. Since the disc

loading of the X-22A lies between that of helicopters and jet lift VTOL's, its

inherent dynamic characteristics (with the possible exception of drag damping)

are considered representative for a generalized VTOL flying qualities investi-

gat ion.

2.2.1.1 TRC Dynamic Characteristics

Identification of the X-22A dynamics from a previous flight program

(Reference 8) indicates that in hover and low speed, the height dynamics are

reasonably well decoupled from the pitch and roll translational modes. Accord-

ingly, the translational dynamics are 3rd order and are represented by the

following state equationi

XU 0

Al U + II[
C' 1. C 0 0 •

This equation assumes still air and small angles so that airspeed (u)

and inertial velocity (x) can be used interchangeably. Since the X-22A derives

pitch and roll moment control from fore-aft and side-to-side differential

thrust, the force derivatives X and Y are negligibly small. Thus, all hor-

izontal translational forces musi be generated through attitude changes.

The flying qualities exhibited by these TRC control systems will be influenced

primarily by the nature of the response to control commands and the response

to external disturbances. For the augmentation system of Figure 1, the response

to control is governed by the three eigenvalues of the characteristic equation.

Figure 2 illustrates typical loci for the characteristic roots for closures

of the attitude and velocity loops, respectively. In terms of the stability

and control parameters, the transfer functions of velocity and attitude response

are given by:

6
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The modal parameters (X, ý. W ) are uniquely determined by the feed-
back gains K', K and K The ground simulator experiments described in Refer-

ences 1 and 5 indicate a pilot preference for well-damped velocity responses

(i.e., little or no overshoot) which implies a lower limit for the damping

ratio. In fact, the majority of evaluations in the Reference I experiment were

conducted with a binomial form characteristic equation, that is X = w and

r. 1.0. Configurations with a Butterworth form characteristic equation

(X = = 0.6) were objectionable because of the low damping and the tendency

for control responses to overshoot.

With sufficiently high system damping, Reference 5 notes that the

velocity response approximates that of a first order system and proposes, as a

possible criterion, t.e equivalent path mode time constant, T. (i.e., the time

to 63 percent of steady response). The appeal of such a simple flying qualities

criterion is obvious since it reduces the number of modal parameters required

for correlation from three to one and the system can be described simply in

terms of the steady state velocity gain, K% (ft/sec/inch), and the equivalent
path mode time constant, T.

x

It is questionable, however, whether a first order path mode criter-

ion adequately addresses all factors of significance to flying qualities. First,
eewith the damping ratio fixed, X and (L) can be traded off to produce an

infinity of systems with equal path mode time constant. Two such systems are

compared in Figure 3. With u) large compared to X, the initial velocity

response is faster but the final cnpture of commanded velocity is more sluggish

than with X greater than w

8
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Furthermore, for w > X, the faster initial velocity response isn

achieved at the expense of higher initial pitch rates and accelerations. Since

Reference 5 cites attitude abruptness as the factor limiting the minimum

achievable path mode time constant, these data suggest that the magnitude of X

relative to w must also be considered in addition to the magnitude of the

equivalent path mode time constant.

In addition to this ambiguity in characterizing response to control,

a first order path mode approximation also does not adequately reflect differ-

ences in gust or turbulence sensitivity due to the relative magnitude of inherent

speed stability and augmented velocity stability. As can be seen by the lateral

coefficients of the characteristic equation (equation 2), the dynamics of vel-

ocity response reflect the sum of M and M. = KiM * That is, in still air, I
speed and velocity stability are interchangeable from the standpoint of response

to control. However, in turbulent or gusty air, aerodynamic speed stability

tends to couple the vehicle to the airmass while inertial velocity stability

suppresses this coupling. To illustrate, Figure 4 presents frequency responses

of x to a longitudinal gust for two hypothetical augmented configurations. Each

configuration has identical response to control but for one system the speed

stability term is entirely aercdynamic while,for the second system, U = 0 and

all velocity stability is derived from inertial feedback. With no inertial vel-

ocity feedback, the aircraft is effectively coupled one to one with the airmass

up to a frequency of the order of 1.0 rad/sec. In the second case, the substi-

tution of inertial velocity stability for speed stability produces a 75 percent

reduction in inertial velocity response. Clearly, the gust responsiveness is
highly dependent on the relative magnitudes of inertial and aerodynamic speed

stability. Since the path mode time constant reflects only the sum of aero-

dyanmic and inertial speed stability, this parameter provides no accountability

for turbulence sensitivity.

Based on these considerations, the TRC systems for this experiment

K were designed first, to establish the sensitivity of pilot rating and task per-

formance to velocity gain and path mode dynamics and second, to explore the effect

of variations in the relative magnitudes of aerodynamic and inertial speed sta-

bility. These objectives were addressed as follows.

•i io
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A baseline matrix comprised of variations in steady state velocity

sensitivity and path mode time constant waE established based on constant inner

loop attitude dynamics with damping ratio equal to 0.8 and natural frequency

of 2.5 radians/second. T'his damping ratio was selected to provide well-damped

ure 2, the damping ratio of the complex characteristic roots tends to be re-

duced at high velocity feedback gains. Evaluations of configurations in this

matrix were intended to establish nominal requirements for gain and velocity
response dynamics. Secondary matrices based onl inner loop attitude systems
with natural frequencies of 2.0 and 3.0 radians/second were also designed to

address the tradeoff of aerodynamic and inertial velocity stability.

Design parameters and response characteristics for these systems are

illustrated in Figure 5. Figure Sa plots the velocity feedback gain required

as a function of the equivalent path mode time constant for each of the inner

loop natural frequencies. Because the higher frequency inner loop configura-

tions require higher velocity feedback gains to realize a given path mode time

constant, these systems will exhibit superior turbulence and gust suppression.

A measure of gust immunity is the ratio of inertial to aerodynamic speed sta-

bility. This parameter is plotted in Figure 5b to illustrate the relative

characteristics,

Unfortunately, the superior gust rejection of the high frequency inner

loop TRC systems is achieved at the expense of increased attitude abruptness.

At any given path mode time constant, theze configurations exhibit response to

control similar to those illustrated in Figure 3 (X < T,). The relative

attitude abruptness, as indicated by the normalized initial pitch acceleration,
. 'Z is plotted in Figure Sc. At any path mode time constant, TPC sys-

i~ni~t .913

tems with inner loop dynamics of 3.0 radians/second exhibit approximately twice

the abruptness of 2.0 radians/second systems.

2.2.2 Yaw Axis Co.itrol System

iBecause of the potentially large number of configuration variables,

M,• certain measures were taken to reduce the size of the experiment matrix. First,

12
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to focus on the characteristics of the translational dynamics, the yaw axis

augmentation was held fixed for the experiment and was designed to provide sat-

isfactory, and hence, unobtrusive flying qualities. The achievement of this

objective was verified in preliminary practice evaluations. The system illus-

trated in Figure 1 provides yaw rate responses to pedal commands with psuedo

heading hold through the action of the forward loop integrator. The nominal

heading dynamics were second order with a natural frequency of 2.0 rad/sec, a

damping ratio of 1.0 and a command gain of 8.0 deg/sec per inch of pedal.

2.2.3 Vertical Axis Control SystemI

The X-22A exhibits the inherent low vertical damping typical of inter-

mediate disc loading VTOL's. Thus, height control augmentation was considered I
essential for the evaluation task described previously. The system, depicted

in Figure 1 can operate in two modes. In the first, inertial vertical velocity

altitude stabilized configuration. Vertical rate responses to throttle commands

were achieved by means of an integral proportional network in the throttle com-!

mand path. An electrical command dead zone centered on the throttle detent posi-

tion assured zero vertical rate with the throttle in the detent (altitude hold).

In the second mode, the altitude feedback gain and the command integrator gain j
were set to zero thus providing rate responses to throttle comaiands but with no

altitude hold capability.

Although there exists a substantial body of data relating to augmented

height dynamics, the applicability of most of these data to the current program

was considered questionable because of uncertainties in the tasks employed and

because much of the experimental effort was concerned with augmentation of aero-

dynamic vertical damping. However, from a control standpoint, the data indicated

a pilot preference for some minimum level of vertical damping of the order of
0.5 to 1.0 secm-l Similar requirements are evidenced in the results of an in-

flight investigation of VTOL instrument approach to hover (Reference 9) using

inertial vertical velocity com•,mand augnmentation. This experiment indicated

that the best flying qualities were achieved with a vertical response time

14
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constant of 2.0 seconds and a control sensitivity of 0.2 g's/inch.

Because of pilot preference for first order-lik,, velocity responses

to control comumands, a quasi model-following approach was used with the altitude

stabilized control systems. For each vertical augmentation configuration, the

altitude and altitude rate feedback gains were selected to realize a criti-

cally damped second order characteristic equation. The integral proportional

prefilter gains were then selected to cancel one of the characteristic roots.

The remaining real root then determined the time constant of the vertical velo-

city response. This design approach was taken to allow direct comparison of

vertical rate command and altitude hold configurations with identical control

response characteristics.

2.3 TASK DEVELOPMENT

It was recognized at the outset of the program that the validity of

the experimental results would be directly related to the fidelity of the visual

and motion cues and the degree to which these stimuli evoke pilot control and

stabilization activities similar to the real world. For in-flight simulators,

fidelity of motion cues is generally no problem. However, for this program a

particular challenge was the lorc',ision of adequate visual cues equivalent to

the near-ship environment.

For the purpose of criteria development, it was intended to simulate

dynamic configurations with flying qualities ranging from satisfactory to

uncontrollable. Therefore a minimum hover height of 50 feet was established

to provide a margin for recovery from dangerous flight conditions. For this

reason, and because of the difficulty of simulating ship landing pad motion,

duplication of a pad and ship superstructure was judged impractical. Maneuver-
ing over ground markings was also considered but was rejected because of the

difficulty in ensuring that the pilot would approach each evaluation with a

constant and consistent set of performance standards. Furthermore, at the

minimum hover altitude of 50 feet, the resolution of horizontal position cues
is poor and only limited vertical maneuvering would be possible. Although
this task was rejected as a primary task, it was decided to perform a limited

n'umber of evaluations in ground referenced maneuvers to allow comparisons with

15
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the task finally adopted and, in effect, to calibrate the e.tperiment with

respect to a "classical" hover flying qualities evaluation procedure.

2.3.1 Use of Head-Up-Display

For the reasons cited above, the approach taken was to use a combina-

tion of the X-22A head-up-display (HUD) for position information and the real

world for visual orientation cues. The display format, devised after preliminary
ground and in-flight testing by Calspan and Navy pilots, is presented in Fig-

iure 6. The information presentation is symbolic since the field of view of the

HUD effectively precludes a pictorial presentation of the landing pad and the

ship superstructure. The salient features of the display are the fixed air-

craft symbol and altitude ladder with rung separation scaled to 10 feet. Long-

itudinal and laterai displacement from the landing pad (square symbol) are

presented in planview in a heading-up axis system. Referring to Figure 6,

closure with the pad would require forward and right stick. Height above the

landing pad is depicted by the separation of the double dumbbell and the air.,

plane symbol, in effioet, an elevation view of the vertical situation. As in

the X-Y situation presentation, the control sense is fly to, that is, the dumb-

bell symbol is the landing pad. Orientation information, pitch and roll atti-

tude and heading, was not displayed on the HUD since thu.se cues were derived

from the outside world.

2.3.2 Discrete Tracking Task

Initial efforts to devise an evaluation task were directed to achiev-

ing as much realism as possible. To this end, a prerecorded ship motion sig-

nal representative of Sea State 5 conditions was prepared using a sum-of-sine-

waves model (Reference 10) . Preliminary ground sinulator and in-flight evalua-

tions confirmed the experience of LAIMPS pilots in small ship operations, that is,

tracking dock motion in Sea State 5 is impossible. As in the real flight envir-

onment, the technique for landing was to establish a stationkeeping position

relative to the pilot's estimate of the mean deck position and to close on the

landing pad in anticipation of or following the detection of a lull in the ship

motion. Although this technique is realistic procedurally, the pilot was engaged

iii a tight control task only during the relative brief period of closure with the

pad. In addition, the pilots commented that it v, is difficult, when maneuvering,

16
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to distinguish control-induced motion of the aircraft from deck motion. This

confusion, in part, is a result of displaying only the error signal of aircraft

displacement from the landing pad. Consequently, it was concluded that this

task would be both wasteful of valuable flight time and unrealistically

difficult from the standpoint of relative motion perception.

A pursuit as opposed to compensatory display showing aircraft and

landing pad displacement relative to the mean deck position may have alleviated

these diff',cultics but would have violated the ground rule of simulation of

visual contact ship landings. That is, in the real world the mean deck posi-

tion is a computed rather than a physically observable position and, furthermore,

display of this parameter presupposes the existence of deck motion as well as

aircraft motion sensors. As a result, the ship-motion model was abandoned and

in its place was substituted a tape-recorded series of random appearing,

discrete changes in landing pad position. Pad position changed onL.e every 20

to 30 seconds in increments of 20-25 feet and in combinations of X-Y and Y-Z

directions. The task was mechanized so that the mean pad position was fixed

in inertial space at the position of system engagement (altitude of 75 to

100 feet).

This discrete tracking task offered several advantages over continuous

ship motion. First, since the pad changed position in a stepwise fashion, the
pilot had no trouble distinguishing pad motion from aircraft motion. Second,
utilization of flight time was maximized since the pilot was continuously en-

gaged in a tight control task. Finally, the task was repeatable and paced in

that the pilot had only a finite time in which to position himself over the pad.

Consequently, it was felt that the pilot was more likely to apply a consistent

h performance standard to each evaluation.

A survey of helicopter small ship landing procedures and interviews

with LAMPS pilots indicated that the landing task in high sea states was com-

prised of a sequence of maneuvers as follows:

1. Horizontal (X-Y) maneuvering - moving into position over the

landing pad at the termination of the approach.

18
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2. Stationkeeping over the mean pad position to await a lull in

deck motion,

3. Descending to the pad - establishing the desired sink rate and

descending to deck while maintaining X-Y position - maneuvering

in all directions may be required to avoid superstructure or

premature deck contact.

A sequence of maneuvers for the X-22A evaluation task was devised

with the intent of exercising pilot control over the same degrees of freedom |

as in a real landing maneuver. This sequence was comprised of:

1. Discrete tracking in X-Y.
2. Discrete tracking in Y-Z. j
3. Execution of a vertical landing to the pad, from approximately

20 feet above the pad.

The two tracking sequences were intended to expose the controllability

of each configuration in two-axis maneuvers while holding a reference position

in the remaining axis. The X-Y maneuvering sequence parallels the real-life

horizontal maneuvering required in positioning the aircraft over the landing
pad. Although Y-Z maneuvering would not be a customary element of a real ship-

board landing, such coordinated maneuvering may be required to avoid deck

contact during unexpected heaving or rolling. Finally, the vertical landing

sequence focusses on the vertical dynamics together with the precision hover

characterist 4.cs in X-Y. Although the maneuvering commands take place in, at

most, two axes simultaneously, precise control in three dimensions is required.

2.4 TURBULENCE SIMULATION

Random disturbances to the aircraft during evaluation were provided

by simulation of random-ship-airwake turbulence using a mathematical model

described in Reference 10. However, only the zero-mean random component of

this airwake model was simulated. The model was representative of conditions

at 15 feet altitude above the landing pad with the aircraft pointed into the

19
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wind which was coming from 30 degrees to port of the ship's heading. The root-

mean-square-wind velocity was 8.9 ft/sec in all three orthogonal directions

corresponding to a wind-over-deck of 25 knots. The control surfaces of the

X-22A were moved in such a way that the resulting vertical, pitching, rolling,

yawing and vertical motion of the X-22A equalled the motion it would experience

in such a wind environment. The control inputs were calculated using the

rolation:

u G G'F 9

with U = [ 6 c a 6 r]

G = wl 0 0

0 0 IV N•:

L0 L06 0

z 0Li W

F = M U ! 0

0 6) P160 0 6 A'~

O C L
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2.5 FORCE FEEL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

For all translational rate flight control systems, the control gear-

ings were selected to provide equal steady state velocity response per unit of

stick displacement in the longitudinal and lateral axes. Equal response gains

were to provide a one-to-one correspondence between the direction of stick

displacement and the direction of the resulting velocity vector (i.e., the

stick is pointed in the desired direction of flight).

20
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For ergonomic reasons, lower stick force gradients and breakout

forces were selected for the lateral axis compared to the longitudinal axis.

Table 1 summarizes the force feel system static characteristics.

TABLE 1

FORCE FEEL SYSTEM STATIC CHARACTERISTICS

AXIS GRADIENT, LB/IN BREAKOUT FORCE, LB DEAD ZONE, IN

Pitch 2.5 1.S

Roll 2.0 1.0

Yaw 20.0 8.0 ±0.10

The pedal breakout forces and gradients are somewhat high for hover

low speed flight, but were chosen to ensure that pedals returned to the elec-

trical dead zone when pedal force was relaxed. Because of the forward loop

integrator in the directional augmentation system, positive pedal centering

is required to prevent yaw drift. These force characteristics were satis-

fartory for the hover task since yaw maneuvering was not required and the

heading hold was tight enough to prevent large yaw disturbances.

T1he throttle control provided adjustable friction only together with

an electrical dead zone to prevent altitude drift with the throttle in the zero

rate command position. Tactile sense of this position dead-zone was provided

for the pilot by means of a notch in the throttle quadrant and a spring-loaded

ball in the base of the throttle handle. The dead zone corresponded to ±.05

inches of throttle travel.

The bandwidth and damping of pitch and roll force feel systems

(W Z 12 rad/sec, r , 0.6) were sufficiently high that flying qualities char-

acteristics were not degraded.
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Section 3

"CONDUCT OF THE EXPERIMENT

3.1 SYNOPSIS OF SECTION

Mhe purpose of this section is to outline the procedures that were

used in conducting this flight experiment. The following subsections outline

the equipment used, simulation situation, evaluation procedure, and the types

of data obtained in the experiment.

3.2 EQUIPMENT

3.2.1 X-22A Variable Stability V/STOL Aircraft

The United States Navy X-22A V/STOL variable stability aircraft was

used as the in-flight simulator for this experiment (Figure 7 ). Briefly,

the X-22A is a four-ducted-propeller V/STOL aircraft with the capability of

*i full transition between hover and forward flight. The four ducts are inter-

connected and can be rotated to change the duct angle and therefore the direc-

tion of the thrust vector to achieve the desired operating fli.ght condition

defined by a particular speed and duct angle combination. The thrust magni-

tude is determined by a collective pitch lever, very similar to a helicopter.

Normal aircraft-type pitch, roll and yaw controls in r.he cockpit provide the

desired control moments by differentially positioning the appropriate controls

in each duct (propeller pitch and/or elevon deflection). A mechanical mixer

directs and proportions the pilot's commands to the appropriate propellers
and elevons as a function of the duct angle,.i

The X-22A incorporates a Calspan-designed four-axis (pitch, roll,

yaw, thrust) response-feedback variable stability system (VSS) plus a 96-

amplifier analog computer designed and fabricated by Calspan. In this exper-

iment the VSS provided the feel system characteristics for the evaluation

pilot while the structure of the simulated control system was implemented on

the analog computer; the analog computer also provided the landing pad

:i 22
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Figure 7. X-22A VARIABLE STABILITY VISTOL AIRCRAFT
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relative position information for the Head-Up-Display (HUD). The evaluation

pilot's control inputs (from the left hand seat in this aircraft) in the form

of electrical signals, are summed through the analog computer and VSS with

the appropriate signals proportional to the aircraft motions to operate the

right hand flight controls through electrohydraulic servos. The system oper-

ator, who also serves as the safety pilot, occupies the right hand seat, and

operates the aircraft through the primary flight control system when the VSS

is disengaged. All of the VSS input and response-feedback gain controls are

located beside the safety pilot; fourteen potentiometers for the analog com-

puter are located next to the evaluation pilot.

Contro.L feel to the evaluation pilot's stick and rudder pedals is

provided by electrically controlled hydraulic feel servos which provide oppos-

ing forces proportional to the stick or rudder deflections; in effect, a

feel the X-22A control motions produced by the variable stability system.

Since this experiment was directed to VTOL,as opposed to helicopter flying

qualities, the normal collective stick controller for the evaluation pilot was

replaced by a fore-aft throttle-type controller.

A variable Head-Up Display capability was provided for this experi-
ment by a Smiths Industries Pilot Display Unit (PDU) in conjunction with a

Smiths Industries Graphics Generator and an airborne Data General NOVA 3/12

digital computer. The PDU, which includes CRT, optics, and combining glass, was

mounted on a retractable mechanism to assure correct eye-to-glass distance and

yet permit clearing the PDU from the ejection envelope. The graphics gener-

ator and digital computer provide the capability to generate display informa-

tion formats for either head-up or head-down presentation. Complete program-
ming flexibility permits an essentially unlimited range of calligraphic sym-

bology and alphanumerics for the replication of existing electonic formats or

the design of new ones. The computer is controlled from a remote miniature

terminal in the cockpit so that any desired format can be selected in flight.

This capability is very important for in-flight research experiments as dif-

forent display presentation may be evaluated during flight without landing
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and reprogramming the symbol generator.. The evaluation pilot's instrument

panel incorporating the HUD is shown in Figure 8.

A more complete description of the X-22A systems is contained in

Reference 11.

3.2.2 Microwave Landing System

For this experiment, position data relative to the solected hover

pad was provided by a Microwave Landing System (MLS) developed by the U.S.

Army Electronics Conmmand and built by the AIL Division of Cutler-!Iammer, Inc.

and a Precision Ranging System loaned to Calspan by the Honeywell Corp-ration.

The MLS system uses the scanning beam technique; airborne equipment in the

X-22A decodes absolute azimuth, elevation, and range, resolves them into XYZ

position data, and blends thenm with onboard accelerometer data through comple-

mentary filters to provide smooth estimates of translational positions and

velocities. A summary of the resolution and filter equations is given in

Reference 8. A suppression system, required to prevent control transients in

the event of HLS signal loss, is described in Appendix III.

3.2.3 Data Acquisition System

Both experimental and flight safety data were telemetered to and

monitored by the Digital Data Acquisition and Monitoring System developed

expressly for the X-22A by Calspan and housed in a mobile van. Since the
complexity of the X-22A makes it impossible for the pilot to monitor all the

important flight safety parameters, it is essential to have ground monitoring

of the flight safety variables. The flight safety variables were monitored
on chart recorders and by a digital mini-computer in the van. In addition,

a contintaous recording of all telemetered data, including radar position data

and the guidance relationships performed in the analog computer, was obtained

on the "bit-stream" recorder for later analysis and processing. The details

of the Digital Data Acquisition System are covered more fully in Reference 12.
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3.3 CONFIGURATION SETUP PROCEDURE

Prior to the initiation of the evaluation for each configuration,

the characteristics of the control system to be investigated and the display

presentation were set up in flight by both pilots before engagement of the

variable stability system. The setup functions to be performed by each pilot

were listed on a card on each configuration and are summarized below.

Safety Pilot

a Set (check) all variable stability force-feel system gains.

0 Select HUD format on remote terminal for digital computer.

Evaluation Pilot

• Set selected MLS heading on differential resolver.

* Select artificial turbulence 01 or OFF via two-position switch.

0 Select via a two-position switch the X-Y or Y-Z discrete track-

ing task.

* Set 14 potentiometers from the analog computer to select control

system gains and control director gains.

3.4 SIMULATION SITUATION

To obtain valid flying qualities data in the form of pilot ratings

and comments, careful attention must be given LU Jefining, for the evaluation

pilot, the mission which the aircraft/pilot combination will perform and the

conditions in which it will be performed. For the current experiment, the

simulated aircraft was defined as an all-weather VTOL of intermediate disc

loading performing visual shipboard landings; the aircraft was considered a

single-pilot operation but no allowance was made for typical additional

duties, e.g., communications. Additional factors such as passenger comfort

were not considered by the pilot in making his evaluation.
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3.,5 EVALUATION TASK

Although the mission generally involves many elements, an evaluation

of the suitability of the vehicle for the mission carn be accomplished by having

the evaluation pilot perform a series of maneuvers rm resentative of those

tasks anticipated in the mission. With the general conditions defined as above,

the specific tasks to be accomplished for each evaluation were defined as so-

quences of tracking a simulated moving landing pad,first in X-Y,then in Y-Z

followed by a vertical landing to _- fixed landing pad. For the tracking task,

the landing pad symbol was driven by a prerecorded sequence of step commands

of approximately 20 ft amplitude with "rest periods" of 20 to 30 seconds to allow

pilot closure and hover over the pad. Random atmospheric disturances were sim-

ulated by a tape recorded turbulence signal injected into the pitch, roll, yaw

and thrust flight control systems.

3.6 EVALUATICN PROCEDURE 'V

The evaluation procedure was as follows. Upon completion of the

setup procedures discussed in Section 3.3, the safety pilot engaged the VSS,
generally within the MLS beam aligned with the localizer centerline at about

600 to 1000 ft range, and the evaluation pilot then performed the maneuver

sequences described above. At the conclusion of the evaluation maneuvers,

the VSS was disengaged and the safety pilot took over control of the airplane.

In this experiment, selected configurations were evaluated with no synthetic

turbulence in ground referenced maneuvers or with control power electrically

limited. Following disengagement of the VSS, the evaluation pilot then

tape-recorded comments with reference to a comment card, as!.igned separate

Cooper-Harper ratings (Figure 9 ) for the X-Y-Z maneuvering task and the

vertical landing task.

AI
The pilot comment card is given below (Figure 10). It is important

L' to note that the purpose of this card is to aid both the pilot in performing

his evaluation and the analyst in determining the major reasons for the rating.

The ratings by themselves only constitute half the data, therefore, and the
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COMMENT CARD

1. Response Characteristics - Predictability,

Abruptncss

* Attitude

e Translation

@ Height control

* Precision vs. Gross Haneuvering

2. Control Characteristics

* Control forces and displacemunts

e Initial vs. final

* Harmony (pitch/roll)

3. Special Control Techniques?

4. Task Performance? Workload?

s Tracking X-Y

e Tracking Y-Z

* Landing task

S. Effects of Turbulence?

6. Summary

* Good FIeatures

* Objectionable Features

* Piliot Ratings (Tracking/Landing)

i
I

Figure 10. PILOT COM41ENT CARD
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"summary of the pilot comments given in Appendix II must be consulted to obtain

a clear understanding of the configuration's suitability for the task.

3.7 DATA ACQUIRED

The data acquired from this experiment falls into the following cate-

gories:

1. Pilot ratings and comments

2. Aircraft response

3. Tracking performance

Data on aircraft responses were required to estimate the achieved simulated

characteristics; the identification procedures are summarized in Appendix V.

Statistical analyses of control utilization were performed and are aiscussed
in Section 4; the raw data are contained in Appendix V.

3.8 EVALUATION SUMMARY

Two Calspan research pilots were used in this program. Their back-

ground and experience and the distribution of flight hours is summarized in

Table 2. A total of 40.5 hours was flown in this research program. Calibra-

tion records were generally taken during evaluation flights so separation of

hours into evaluations and calibrations is not possible. Approximately four

hours were flowin by a Navy LAMPS-qualified pilot for the purpose of simulation

development and validation. A total of 111 evaluations of 43 different flight

control configurations was obtained in this program.

4 1
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TABLE 2

QUALIFICATIONS OF EVALUATION PILOTS

PRIHARY PILOT: Approximately 4000 hours total flying time, currently

certified as an airline transport pilot, multi-engine

land with colimnercial single engine land and sea, glider
and helicopter endorsements, and certified flight
instructor with airplane single and multi-engine land

and instrument ratings.
SSECOND PILOT: Over 25 years as a militar, and civil pilot in over 40

aircraft types and over 8000 pilot hours; holds the

following FAA ratings: com•nercial single and multi- 4
engine land, instrument, helicopter, helicopter instru-

ment, and single and multi-engine aircraft and instru-

mnert flight instructor.
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Section 4

EXPERIMENT RESULTS

4.1 CALIBRATION OF CONFIGURATION DYNAMICS

The design of augmented evaluation configurations for this experiment

was based on a linearized small perturbation model of X-22A hover/low speed

dynamics obtained during a previous experiment (Reference 8). Because this

model was derived from a fairly limited data base, extensive calibration data

were recorded during the current progi-am to ensure that the closed-loop dynamics

were accurately known.

System calibration employed an advanced parameter identification tech-

nique developed at Calspan (References 13 and 14) to determine the coefficients

of a constant coefficient transfer function model of the X-22A state responses

to pilot control commands. The calibration procedure and results are described

in more detail in Appendix IV. The following subsections summarize the results

for the horizontal and vertical dynamics.

4.1.1 Identified Pitch and Roll-Translational Dynamics

As described in Appendix IV,third order dynamical models were em-

ployed for identification of the pitch/translational and roll/translational

dynamics of the X-22A. The iLentification results indicated that,in general,

the achieved translational dynamics exhibited higher bandwidth (i.e., shorter

path mode time constant) and lower steady state gain than thc ncmi or

design values. These discrepancies are primarily attrib-uLuLe to the fact that

the unaugmented X-22A has significantly higher pitch and roll control sensi-

tivities (M6 and L6 ) than those used in the system design. As a result, the

effective gain for t~e attitude and velocity feedback was higher than antici-

pated resulting in higher frequency closed-loop roots. The root loci of

Figure 11 illustrate the effect of higher control sensitivity on the closed-

loop dynamics of a typical TRC configuration.
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ATTITUDE ROOT LOCUS

S"2.0 .. . ........., : : ~Kq '

,K 8/K q 0o

S-4.0 -3.0 -2.0 - " --1.0 0 1.0 a7

VELOCITY ROOT LOCUS
*,2.0

3.0

-4.0 -3.0 -2.0 .1.0 0 1.0 a

Figure 11 ROOT LOCI FOR ATTITUDE AND VELOCITY CLOSURES WITH H4IGHER
CONTROL SENSITIVITY (LOOP GAIN)
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Table 3 summarizes the transfer characteristics of attitude and

velocity for the TRC configurations. The notation employed is:

K(8 + + + Wn2 ) -n

The nominal or design values of path mode time constant and steady state velocity

gain are also tabulated for comparison with the characteristics actually achieved.

As can be seen from TAble 3, the greatest differences from nominal characteristics

exist in the lateral axis for large path mode time constants. The effect of

these differences is somewhat faster responses but lower steady state gain

(ft/sec/in.) in the lateral axis compared to the longitudinal axis. To assess

the possible significance of this mismatch, the pilot commentary was surveyed

to determine the frequency of occurrence of complaints relating to lack of

control harmony. Evaluations with specific complaints are summarized in Table 4.

Somewhat surprisingly, it is observed that complaints of disharmony

are concentrated on low path mode time constant configurations rather than the

high path mode time constant configurations as would be expected. The poor

pilot ratings and complaints of disharmony for evaluation 219B are attributable

to control limiting. Few of the simulated configurations known to exhibit con-

trol disharmony were cited for this problem. Likely, with long path mode time

constants, other control problems masked the significance of longitudinal/

lateral static gain mismatch. It is concluded that this control disharmony

had little impact on the flying qualities results of this experiment.

4.1.2 Identification of H~eight Dynai.iics

As discussed in Section 2.2.3, two types of height augmaentation

were employed in this experiment. The simpler control implementation was com-

prised of augmentation of vertical inertial rate damping by feedback of z to

the collective controller producing a vertical rate command system. The more

complex system, a psuedo model following implementation, added altitude feed-

back and an integral-proportional command prefilter to yield a vertical rate

comnand with altitude hold system. Feedbach and command gains were designed
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TABLE 3(a)

COMPARISON OF NOMINAL AND ACTUAL

TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS (LONGITUDINAL)

NOMINAL ACTUAL

KooInner T T Char. Roots Num. x/1ES Num. 616ES
Loop w n z; 1 c 7x ZcjS

2.0 1.50 2.6 1.39 2.5 (3.12)[0.62;1.41] -1.69(9.12) .48(.16)

"2.00 4.0 1.89 3.8 (2.83)[0.85;1.19] " "

"2.50 5.4 2.37 5.1 (0.78)(1.50)(2.57) o "

"3.00 6.7 2.86 6.4 (0.51) [0.99;2.18] " i

""3.50 8.0 3.28 7.3 (0.41) [0.98;2.27] it

4.00 9.4 3.66 8.3 (0.35)[0.97;2.31] "

2.5 1.50 2.0 1.40 1.9 (3.49) [0.78;1.53]
" 2.00 2.9 1.92 2.8 (3.10)(1.83)(0.97) " "

" 2.50 3.8 2.40 3.7 (0.59) [0.99;2.67]
" 3.00 4.6 2.83 4.3 (0.46) [0.98;2.78]

"3.00 4.6 2.83 4.3 (0.46) [0.98;2.78] " "

" 3.50 5.5 3.27 5.0 (0.38) [0.97;2.84] " "

" 4.00 6.2 3.68 5.2 (0.32) [0.97;2.88] t

3.0 1.50 1.5 1.44 1.5 (3.76) [0.96;1.66] " "

" 2.00 2.2 1.91 2.1 (0.76) [0.99;3.12]

" 2.50 2.8 2.40 2.7 (0.53) [0.98;3.29] I

"II 3.00 3.4 2.85 3.2 (0.42) [0.97;3.38] " "

"3.50 3.9 3.25 3.7 (0.36)[0.96;3.42] " "

" 4.00 4.5 3.64 4.0 (0.32)[0.96;3.46] It

NOTE: K(s + X)(s 2 +2' w s+w 2 ) -2- K(X)[ý;w n
n n n
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TABLE 3(b)

COMPARISON OF NOMINAL AND ACTUAL

TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS (LATERAL)

NOMINAL ACTUAL

Inner K. K. Char. Roots Num. "16 Num. @/6
Loopw Yn y YC YC

2.0 1.50 2.8 1.34 2.3 (4.21)[0.66;1.40] 2.16(8,.77) 0.59(0.18)

"2.00 4.1 1.70 3.2 (4.09)[0.81;1.21] it

" 2.50 5.5 2.01 4.0 (4.03)[0.92;1.09] if

" 3.00 6.8 2.26 4.5 (3.99)(1.13)(0.93) "
" 3.50 8.0 2.48 5.1 (3.96) (1.42) (0.66) " "

" 4.00 9.2 2.67 5.4 (3.94)(1.55)(0.57) "

2.5 1.50 2.1 1.34 1.7 (4.40) [0.83;1.57] It

"2.00 3.0 1.70 2.4 (4.24)(1.51)(1.25) I f

" 2.50 3.9 1.98 2.8 (4.15) (2.08) (0.78) if

" 3.00 4.6 2.23 3.2 (4.09)(2.30)(0.63) i t

"3.50 5.5 2.47 3.6 (4.03)(2.44)(0.54) I t

" 4.00 6.2 2.67 3.9 (3.98)(2.55)(0.48) of

3.0 1.50 1.7 1.34 1.4 (4.48)[0.99;1.74] " i

" 2.00 2.3 1.68 1.8 (4.23)(2.79)(0.89) it

"it 2.50 2.9 1.98 2.2 (3.96) (3.27) (0.67) I "

" 3.00 3.5 2.23 2.5 (0.57) [0.99;3.68] " "
"i 3.50 4.1 2.46 2.7 (0. 50) [0. 99; 3.73] It it

"i 4.00 4.7 2.68 3.0 (0.45) [0.99;3.77] itt

NOTE: V(s8+ )(8 2 +2•w +w2n) X) K(,()a[+2;cn]
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TABLE 4

SUMMARY OF CONFIGURATIONS

CITED FOR CONTROL DISHARMONY

Nominal Path Mode Flt/Eval. Pilot RatingsTie ostant (see) ... No. X-Y-Z/Lndg. Comments ...

3 206A 3/2 Forces may be little bit

high laterally

2.5 206C 7/7 Sometimes roll felt I
heavier than pitch

2.5 213B 7/4 Hovering sideslipped- I
roll felt higher than

p~itch
3 219B* 9/6 Felt less responsive in

roll than pitch

1.5 220B 6/4 (Harmony) maybe a prob- I
iom - couldn't define '

1.5 221A** 5/4 Lateral forces got a

little bit highI

2.0 224A 6/3 X translation took more

force than Y

1.5 2248 4/3 Little ",iore force in X
than Y ,

* Roll control power limited. ta
"**Pitch control power limited.
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to produce cancellation of the prefilter numerator zero and one of the charac-

teristic roots so that response to throttle commands would be first order.

That is:

T z (e+X.) 2  8+X/ z

Augmented
Prefilter Vertical

Dynamics

For each of these systems, the identification model employed was

first order. Thus, in the case of the vertical rate command system, the iden-

tified model was of the same order as the actual aircraft vertical dynamics.

In the case of the vertical rate coiimand/altitude hold system, the identified

model is exact only if prefilter and characteristic equation zero pole can-

collation takes place exactly as intended. For this system then, the identi-

fication model must be viewed as a lower order equivalent system representa-

tion. The rationale for using a lower order model was that the design intent

was to p)roduce a first order-like response. If this objective was not achieved,

the identification process would be unable to produce good time history matches.

Therefore, the ability to match the second order control responses with a first

order model would substantiate the occurrence of pole-zero cancellation and

justify the lower order equivalent system model. The quality of the time his-

tory matches shown in AppendixIV validates the achievement of the design goals.

Appendix IV summarizes the identification results for the vertical dynamic

configurations.

4.2 PILOT RATING RESULTS

4.2.1 Primary Pilot Ratings for Baseline TRC Matrix (Inner Loop w n 2.5

As discussed in Section 4.1, the long path mode time constant con-

figurations exhibited some lack of harmony between the longitudinal and lateral
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axes. Although control disharmony was occasionally cited as a problem, the

longest time constant configurations, somewhat suprisingly, were seldom

described as exhibiting this problem. Control disharmony has therefore been

discounted as a significant factor in the flying qualities results. Since

pilot coiamentary generally indicated that longitudinal control was thle most

difficult, pilot ratings, in this section, are correlated with the longitudinal
dynamic characteristics. The pilot rating data for evaluations of the baseline J
configuration matrix (inner loop natural frequency 2.S rad/sec) by the pri-

mary pilot are summarized in Figure 12. The axes uf this graphical presentation

are the longitudinal steady state velocity gain and the equivalent first order

path mode time constant described previously. Pilot ratings for repeated eval-

uations have been averaged and the symbols are shaded to denote the level of

flying qualities.

All evaluations in this set, except as noted, were flown with syn-

thetic turbulence on and with vertical augmentation selected to allow focussing

on the problems of translational control. Two vertical augmentation systems
were employed, each with altitude hold and with command gains of .1 and .15 g's
per inch of throttle and velocity response time constants of 2.0 and 1.33 seconds,

respectively. Individual pilot ratings together with configuration identifiers

for each evaluation in this group are presented in Figures 13 to 1.6. Each

configuration was assigued two pilot ratings. The first rating is for the

discrete tracking task on X, Y and Z while the second (in parenthesis) is for
the simulated vertical landing. For the sumiaary plot, the worst of these two

ratings was used as representative of the overall rating for that configuration.

With the exception of the evaluations of Flight 204, the pilot com-

mentary substantiates that these augmented height dynamics satisfied the objec-

tive of satisfactory, unobstrusive flying qualities in the vertical axis. The

height control difficulties experienced on this flight are attributed not to

[ the dynamics but rather to a mechanical problem with the throttle detent which

made setting the throttle to the zero rate command position difficult.
40
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EQUJIVALENT PATH MODE TIME CONSTANT

Figure 12 PILOT RATING SUMMARY FOR BASELINE MATRIX
(INNER LOOPwn 2.5 rls) PRIMARY PILOT
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Figure 14 CONFIGURATION IDENTIFIERS FOR TRC EVALUATIONS WITH FIRST
ALTITUDE AUGMENTATION SYSTEM
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In Figure 12, the lower pilot rating boundaries (PR 3.5 and 6.5)

are associated with excessive control forces and displacements required for

maneuvering and define minimum control sensitivity as a function of path mode

time constant. The upper boundary (PR -3.5) is a limit associated with abrupt-

ness in attitude response and corresponds roughly to a pitch attitude acceler-

ation of 80 deg/sec 2 /n. For velocity grains within these upper and lower bounds,

only a limited range of path mode time constants produced satisfactory flying

qualities. For a path mode of greater than approximately 2.25 seconds, con-
figurations were judged unsatisfactory because of lack of precision and pre-

dictability in velocity and position response. Path mode time constants less

than about 1.5 sec have little practical significance because of the large

moment control power required for TRC implementation and because of the ten-

dency for the upper and lower flying qualities boundaries to merge rapidly at

these low time constants.

In comparison to flying qualities data from other experiments (Refer-

encs 5and15) the regions within flying qualities boundaries shown in Figure

12 are relatively small. Figure 17 is a plot of the data of Reference 15

utilizing the parameters of Figure 12. In this experiment, performed on a

moving base simulator with real world visual cues, the TRC systems were con-

figured to have characteristic dynamics of the binomial form (all roots of

the characteristic equation equal) and are approximately equivalent in

system damping to the configurations of this experiment. These data indicate

that satisfactory flying qualities can be achieved with both higher maximum

and lower minimum velocity command gains than the current experiment. Within
the limits of satisfactory command gains, the range of equivalent path mode

time constants evaluated was insufficient to define the maximum satisfactory

limit although satisfactory ratings were achieved for time constants up to 4.0

sec in the rapid maneuvering task. The data of Reference 5, plotted hcre as

Figure 18, also suggest that path mode time constants up to 4 seconds can
'1 provide sitisfactory flying qualities. Command gain data from thiis experiment

are not directly applicable to the situation of the current experiment, however,

since the evaluations were performed using a sidestick as opposed to a center

stick cockpit controller.
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The differences observed in the results of these ground simulator

experiments and this in-flight experiment cannot be explained with certainity.

Motion scaling and "washout", visual field-of-view and resolution and motion

amplitude limits in ground simulators are sometimes responsible for flying

qualities differences with respect to actual flight characteristics. Likely,

significant factors for the current experiment were the explicit display of

aircraft position together with the controlled input bandwidth of the discrete

tracking task. As a consequence of the high task demands, the limits on

command gains and path mode time constants for satisfactory flying qualities

were more stringent.

4.2.2 Ratings of Second Pilot

Rating data for the second pilot are presented in Figure 19. Although

the pilot ratings indicate a considerably smaller satisfactory region, these

results must be viewed in the light of the relatively short exposure of this

pilot to the simulation experiment (4 flights). Learning effects are evident in

the data in that when configurations from the first flight were repeated on sub-

sequent flights the ratings improved. Furthermore, both pilots are in agree-

ment with respect to the center of the optimum region. It is likely that sub-

stantially better agreement would have been achieved if the second pilot had

been afforded additional flight time.

4.2.3 Pilot Techni(lue

In order not to prejudice pilot techniques, the pilots were briefed

at the start of the program regarding the flight control mechanizations to

which they would be exposed. It was pointed out that the conventional pitch

and roll stick would now directly command inertial, velocity as opposed to the

more usual angular rate or attitude command systems with which they were

familiar. Furthermore, they were instructed that pitch and roll attitude were

now dependent states, manipulated by the flight control system to achieve the

commanded inertial velocity. In addition, although the pilots were told the

general range of the parameter variations to be evaluated, they were not in-
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Ii formed of the specific configuration for each evaluation. The pilots were not

directea to any specific control technique but, instead, were encouraged to be

flexible and to describe in their comments any unusual aspects of the technique

employed for each configuration.

Although the p.lot rating data for the primary and secondary pilots

are in general similar, it is clear from the recorded lot commentary that
the two pilots were, at least for some configurations, adapting different con-

trol techniques. For example, the prima.ry pilot, in describing the flying qual-

ities and his control technique, used phrases like "poor attitude response pre-

dictability," "can't find trim attitude for hover," "forces initially light then
heavy up." The latter comment, in particular, suggests that the pilot was

attemp)tinug to control the inner loop and maintain a constant pitch attitude by

increasing stick deflection to compensate for bleed-off by the flight control

system. In contrast, the second pilot tended to concentrate on outer locp
(position) control. His commentary references attitude only whin its response was
large or abrupt. The pilot ratings for a long path mode time constant configura-

tioii W-~ 13.0, T'* - 4) tend to substantiate this hypothesis. The second
pilot's iating was 7 while the primary pilot's rating was 4.5. Configurations

with a long path mode time constant (4 to 5 seconds) have very little velocity
feedbqick and, in effect, resemble attitude cormmand systems in their response

characteristics. It is surmised that with attitude-like dynamics, the primary
pilot's technique of in. loop control allowed for adequate task performance

albeit at the expense of cunsiderable pilot compensation. The second pilot, on
the other hand, found that adequate performance was not attainable. Clearly,

verification of these ccnclusions requires more detailed analysis of pilot control
activity and may be a fruitful area for application of pilot model identifica-

tion tochniques.

4.2.4 Ground-Referenced Task Evaluations

A small group of configurations from the baseline matrix were eval-

uated 4n a ground-referenced task for comparison with IIUD task evaluations. The

task was comprised of forward and rearward translations pa~rllel to an airport

taxi-way and lateral translations between the edges of the taxi-way (approx-
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imately 75 feet in width). For flight safety reasons, only limited vertical

maneuvering was attempted. In general, the maneuvering with all configurations

was more aggressive and distances traveled in translating, stopping and revers-

ing tended to be longer than in the HUD task. Attitude excursions, angular

rates, velocity and control inputs were all larger as well. Pilot confidence

in the better TRC configurations was apparent. At one point, a translation at

18 ft/sec backwards along the taxi-way was recorded, a maneuver that would not

be attempted in the basic X-22A with rate SAS.

The pilot rating results together with the flight number identifiers

are presented in Figures 20 and 21. The boundaries for PR = 3.5 and 6.5 from

the baseline configuration matrix (Figure 12) are plotted on Figure 20 for

reference. The ratings and pilot commentary for the configurations in the

vicinity of the PR = 3.5 boundary suggest a pilot preference for higher control
sensitivities than in the IHUD task and, with satisfactory sensitivities, a
tolerance for longer path mode time constants. Commentary for configurations 214A,

218G and 212F cites high control force as a major contributor to the pilot

rating.

The ratings for configurations 2121) and G(T. = 2.8 sec) appear some-

what anomalous in that 212D is mildly "crabbed" for high control forces but

received a satisfactory pilot rating. Configuration 212G with approximately

50 percent higher command gain (i.e., 33 percent lower forces) but the same

time constant is now crabbed for a dynamics problem, poor settling of attitude

following a control input and a tendency to "dance around." In part, these

anomalies may be attributable to changes in the pilots' performance standard.

In summary, these evaluations, although limited L, extent, indicate

that the region of satisfactory flying qualities in a visual groumd-referenced

task would exhibit higher minimum control sensitivities and higher r'ximum

path mode time constants than in the more precise HUD task.
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4.2.5 Effect of Inner Loop Frequency

This group of evaluations examined TRC configurations having inner

loop natural frequencies both higher and lower than the baseline matrix

(inner loop w n= 2.5 rad/sec). Recall from the analysis of Section 2.2.1

that, at a given p)ath mode time constant, configurations with higher frequency

inner loop altitude dynamics exhibit lower susceptibility to turbulence but

higher attitude abruptness than systems with low frequency inner loops. The

purpose of these variations, therefore, was to determine the sensitivity of

pilot rating and task performance to these -factors and hence to determine the

importance of inner loop frequency as an additional TRC flying qualities param-

OtO2r.

The range of steady state velocity gains and path mode time constants

for these additional configurations were selected to span the region of satis-

factory flying qualities defined by the baseline matrix. Although only a

limited number of configurations were evaluated, the data indicate that inner

loop frequencies both higher and lower than the baseline value result in rela-
tive degradation of flying qualities. As can 'oe seen from the plot of pilot
ratings for the low frequency attitude loop systems (Figure 22), the flying

qualities are generally degraded compared to the baseline configurations. of

this group, only one configuration (220C) received a satisfactory rating.

Since this evaluation was flown with no synthetic turbulence and with low

ambient winds and turbulence, this rating is not representative but rather

reflects the best rating achievable under ideal ambient conditions. Refer-

ring to the excerpted pilot comments of Table S, it can be seen that the major

complaints relate to position drift and excitation of attitude perturbations

by turbulence.

For configurations with higher frequency inner loop attitude dynamics,

the degradation in flying qualities appears to be attributable to abruptness

in the attitude response (see Figure 23 and the pilot comment summary of

Table 6). In effect, the satisfactory flying qualities region tends to shrink

because of a lowering of upper Level I boundary associated with attitude
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TABLE 5

PILOT COMM4ENT SUMMARY FOR TRC SYSTEMS

WITHf w? (INNER LOOP) =2.0 RAD/SEC

Flt/Config_. Pilot Ratings Comments

220A 4.5/4 Airplane a little jerky, tendency to

2161) S/4 Trouble finding attitude to hover,

didn't feel connected in pitch attitude.

V21811 S/S Problems stoppingy translation, danced

around in attitude, tended to drift.

220C 3/3 Slight tendency to drift.

A220D) 5.5/4 Poor predictability, airplane danced

around without inputs.

2117A 5/4 D~rifted, sluggish.

216A 8/8 Sluggish, large control displacements
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TABLE 6

PILOT COE14NT SUMMARY FOR TRC SYSTEMS

WITH w (INNER LOOP) = 3.0 RAD/SEC
n1

Flt/Config. Pilot Ratings Comments

216B 4.5/3 Bit of abruptness.

217B 3/2 Little bit jerky, only thing I didn't

like.

220B 6/4 High forces, displacements.

213A 4.5/4 Tendency to drift, attitude response

abrupt.

217D 4/3 Problem finding attitude to hold

against wind, tendency to dance around,

'drift.

215D 4/4 Skidded trying to stop, drifts.

215E 4/3 Abruptness, overly sensitive.

213B 7/4 Sluggish, large control forces, dis-

placements.

213C 4.5/4 Overcontrolled corrections when I got

(into target.
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abruptness. quantitatively, at a given path mode time constant, increasing

the inner loop frequency from 2.0 to 3.0 radians/second requires a doubling

of the command gain and hence the maximuim attitudie acceleration to maintainf the same velocity sensitivity (ft/sec/in).

In summary, the results of these evaluations indicate that path mode

time constant alone is insufficient to characterize satisfactory flying qual-

ities. Because factors such as turbulence sensitivity and attitude abruptnessI
are sensitive not only to the path mode dynamics but also to the relative level

of inner loop (attitude) augmentation and outer loop (velocity) augmentation.

4.2.6 Height Dynamics

Preliminary to the investigation of TRC dynamics, several flights were
devoted to exploring variations 4-: ai.gmented height dynamics. The intent was

modal characteristics and second, to select from these variations a configuration

for the investigation of TRC dynamics. The configuration to be selected would

exhibit satisfactory and hence unobtrusive flying qualities to permit focussing
on the characteristics of the X-Y translational dynamics. A modified evaluation

task, emphasizing vertical maneuvering was employed for these evaluations.

As discussed in Section 2.2.3, two types of vertical augmentation

were investigated; the first employed feedback of inertial altitude rate whil.e

the second added altitude feedback and an integral-proportional command pre-

filter. The second system was configured to yield first order velocity re-

sponses to control commands and thus could be characterized simply by its

equivalent vertical damping and command gain. Unlike the first system, how-

ever, these configurations provided altitude hold with the throttle at the

zero (detent) position.

Unfortunately, the results of these variations are obscured by sev-
eral factors. First, the evaluations were performed early in the program

and the degree of interaction of vertical and translational flying qualities

was not fully appreciated. Second, this problem was heightened by the fact
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that required characteristics for satisfactory translational dynamics had not

yet been established. Finally, the results of several evaluation flights were

likely masked by operational difficulties and certain display format defi-

ciencies.

The first evaluations of height dynamics were performed with attitude

command augmentation in the pitch and roll axes. Natural frequencies of the

attitude dynamics were 2.0 and 2.5 rad/sec with steady gains of 6 deg/inch. The

pilot rating results for vertical systems with and without altitude hold are

presented in Figure 24a. Flight number identifiers are shown in Figure 24b.

The first pilot rating corresponds to zombined Y-Z maneuvering while the

second rating applies to the vertical landing task only. All the evaluations

on Flight 199 were conducted facing the sum which obscured the IUD so that

perception of the symbology was extremely difficult. This compromise was a

consequence of having to hover into the wind. The remaining evaluations

(Flight 195 and 196) employed a preliminary HUD format which did not have

centralized symbology. In this format, altitude information was presented

sense. No assessment of the degree to which the display format influenced

ratings is possible but this non-centralized altitude presentation was a major

complaint of both the Navy LAMPS and Calspan evaluation pilots. This deficiency

was subsequently corrected ofr the remainder of the program. As can be seen by

the pilot rating data, no discernable trend is evident either with effective

damping or vertical control sensitivity. Furthermore, no clear preference for

altitude hold is exhibited, but the commentary indicates an appreciation of the

workload relief and decoupling that it provides. Although the sun and the dis-

play deficiencies %ere likely contributing factors to these confused pilot rating

trends, likely the inaý.equacy of attitude command systems for this hovering task

was the major problem. According to pilot commentary, the chief difficulty was

in maintaining X-Y position while attempting to maneuver vertically.

Consequently, for the remaining height dynamics evaluations, an X-Y

TRC control system was inplemented. The natural frequency of the inner loop

altitude dynamics was 2.5 rad/sec while the path mode time constant and command

gain were 2.4 seconds and 5.0 ft/sec/in., respectively. The selection of these
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TRC dynamics was guided by the results of the siimulator investigations of Re-I rences 5 and 15. Variations in effective vertical damping and vertical control
sensitivity for vertical rate coinnand/altitude hold augmentation systems were

then evaluated. The pilot rating results are plotted in Figure 25. As in the

the previous e-valuations, the pilot ratings :or Y-Z tracking Rind the vertical

landing task are generally poor and exhibit little functional dependence on the

magnitude of damping and contrul sensitivity. As with the attitude stabilized

-,.1 config~urations, pilOt commentary pointed to X-Y control difficul.ties as the

major problem. Even In the landing task, the poor ratings are attributable to

the difficulty of holding position over the landing pad.

11sing pilot commentary as a guide, two vertical configurations were

selected as condidate systems for the investigation of TRC dynamics. The firstI
system hnd vertical damping of -0.5 sec 1 and control sensitivity of 0.1 g 's
per inch of throttle while tho second had damping -0.75 sec and sensitivity

of .15 g's per inch of throttle. As can be seen from the results of the TRC

variations (Figure 12), the X.-Y dynamic configuvation selected for evaluation

of height dynamilcs clearly Ilies in a region of acceptable but not satisfactory

longi.tudinal flying quali.ties. This choice led t the poojr descrifliinat ion of

I," L vortical flying qualities rather than -Any fundamental problem with the vertical

dynamics simulAted. Unfortunately, txime constraints pr'eultded repetition of theI

vertiical augmentation configurations with a TP'Q systent from the identified

region of satisfactory flying quulit~ins. Hiowever, it is, %der frcm these data
that, proviided the trai;clational dnainics are SatiSfGC'Lory, Level I flying
quk~litics can; be obtained with vertical rate commnand/alt~itudc hold augmentation

with offect~ive vertical dwriping and control sensitivity .,s luw as -0.5 sen"

and 0 1 g~s/inch, respectivoly.

4.3 CONTRO0L I'WER REQUIEi~ML-NTS AND C:ONTROL. LIrvfTIN(.

cot Oneu:goal of theo zurret xprmen twsto obtaln etmtso onn

wer obaind frstby' Lontinuou'Asy recording. control util~i~atlor. diuring oval-

uatioa flights conducted with no cont.rol~ 1 Liit:s. F3lrice sat isfwc.ory task[performanceo cayi bo o~taincod with o ns(.,iorM, satural: ion of the av~tilable, c'.Qrtrul,
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control power estimates obtained from these measures are likely somewhat con-,

servative. Therefore, to obtain an estimate of frequency and magnitude of

tolerable control saturation, selected configurations were reflown with control

authority limits. Two evaluation flights were devoted to this purpose. The

recorded control utilization data was processed to obtain two parameters which

are indicators of control required. These parameters are the maxiaum control

command and three times the standard deviation of control command (3,). The
first measure is conse,-vative in that an isolated peak command will determine

the magnitude. However, if the control utilization is close to normally dis-

tributed, 3a is perhaps a more representative measure. For a true Gaussian
process, less than one percent of the total control deynand will exceed +30.

Thus, this statistical measure, in effect, will tend to automatically exclude

occasional large but not representative control power commands. Samples of

probab4.lity density plots for control power are compared to exact normal

dist-ributions in Figure 26. It is evident that actual contrvol utilization is

nsarly Gaussian which validates 30 as a control power measure. For each eval.

uation, maximum control amplitudes and 30 momants were separately computed for

each subtask (i.e., X-Y tracking, Y-Z tracking, vertical landing) to minimize

averaging effects in che estimates of standard deviation. Statistical data

summaries are presented in Appendix VI

In order tu assess the sensitivity ok control power requirements to

system dynamics and command gain, ."a control power was plotted as a function

of path mode time constant and velocity, sensitivity (Figure 27). Where eval-

uations were repeated, the worst case data wero choseii for these summary plots,

Since ground simulator oxperI.ments (Reference 15) indicated an inverse rela-

tionship between coovl;rol sophistication and required control power, it was

anticipated that these data might reveal a similar trend, that is, reduced

control d.mand with lower path mode ttne constants.

As can be seen by Figure 27, the data summary plot for the baseline

experiment matrix (inner loop w. = 2.5), there appears to be no functional

relationship between control power required and path mode time constant or

command gain (velocity sensitivity). Using average values as representative

of the data, roll control power requirements are about SO percent higher than

73
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pitch. This result is not surprising since pilots are less reluctant to maneu-

ver aggressively laterally than longitudinally.

V Since the two pilots participating in this program appeared to be
using different control techniques (Section 4.2.3), control power data for
the second pilot was analyzed separately. Again, no discernable dependence of
control power on dynamics or control gain was evident. The second pilot, how-
ever, did use slightly less control in each axis. As with the primary pilot,
roll requirements were about 60 percent higher than pitch. Mean and standard

deviations of control usage for all path mode time constants and command

gains for the two pilots are summarized below.

TABLE, 7
CONTROL POWEER UTILIZATION FOR BASELINE 3MATRIX

"(inner loop w 2.5 rad/seoc)

"_____ PRIMARY PILOT SECOND PILOT

Pitch Mean 0.79 rad/sec2  0.69 rad/sec2

St'd Dev'ri 0.17 rad/sec 2  0.13 rad/se c•
Roll Mean 1.19 rad/see2 1.10 rad/sec2

St'd Dev'n 0.27 rad/sec 2  0.19 rad/sec 2

Since changing the frequency of thu inner loop attitude dynamicsmodifies the abruptness of control response, the data for the 2.0 and 3.0

rard/see inner loop systems was similarly aLnalyzed. As can be seen from
Table 8, control utilization in pitch appears to be little changed while in
r'oll there is evidence that control demand increasos with inner loop fre-

(quency. Possibly this trend is attribtutable to the fact that lut,)ral man-
euvering is more comfortable and when the control systein dynamics are suffi-
"ciently fast, the pilot will. utilize the Capability.
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TABLE 8

CONTROL POWER UTILIZATION WITH

DIFFERENT INNER LOOP ATTITUDE DYNAMICS (PRIMARY PILOT)

W =2.0 w =3.0
n n

Pitch Mean 0.72 rad/sec2  0.82 rad/sec2

St'd Dev'n 0.08 rad/sec 2  0.07 rad/sec 2

Roll Mean 1.13 rad/sec 2  1.49 rad/sec 2

St'd Dev'n 0.15 rad/sec 2  .47 rad/sec 2

Two flights were devoted to assessing the impact of limited control

authority on flying qualities. Because control limits could not be changed

in flight, iteration of limits to find the magnitude at which control satur-

ation became significant was impractical. Therefore, recorded control time

histories fron flights with unlimited authority were used to select limits for

flight testing. Since no statistical analyses bad been performed at this time,

the selection was based on engineering estimates of maximuri excursions to

app)roximately determine the 3a values. It was concluded, based on a sampling

of data at a variety of comnand gains and path mode time constants,that con-

trol utilization was approximatel;' the same for all configurations.

For flight 219 target limit values of 0.8 and 1.1 rad/sec 2 in pitch

and roll respectively were selected for evaluation. As can be seen from the

statistical summary plots, these limits were close to the actual mean control

usage for the baseline configuration matrix. Because of an implementation

error, the limits actually set were 0.86 and 0.89 rad/sec 2 in pitch and roll,

respectively. As a result, examination of control time history records indi-

cated only infrequent limit encounters in pitch while in roll the saturations
were frequent and more prolonged to the extent that on one of the four eval-
uations (219D) control was lost (P.R. 1 10) and on 219B, controllability was

seriously in question (P.R. 9). Table 9 summarizes the pilot rating data
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with and without control limits for the four configurations evaluated on this

flight. It was concluded, based on these data, that a roll authority limit

of 0.89 rad/sec 2 had penetrated the knee in the pilot rating versus authority

relationship to the extent that this level of control power is unacceptable

in that lateral flying qualities are seriously degraded and that, on occasion,

control is lost.

Since only the onset of pitch author-ity limit encounters was observed

on flight 219, for flight 221 it was decided to assess the effect of a further

small reduction in authority to 0.72 rad/sec 2 . The roil authority was

unlimited to focus on the effects of degraded longitudinal control. As can

be 3een from the data summary of Table 9, the degradation in the pitch axis

flying qualities parallels those of the roll axis for the earlier flight. The

cliff-like effect of a small change in control authority (.14 rad/sec 2) is

evident in these data in that loss of control was erncountered oil one configura-

tion atid serious control difficulties resulted on two others. In summary,

these data indicate that, for satisfactory flying qualities, control authority

limits near the 3a level of demand are marginal. As indicated by the results

for the pitch axis, the margin between infrequent limit encounters with little

effect on flying qualities and ha-d saturation leading to loss of control is

smal l.

4.4 ALTERNATE TRC RESPONSE CRITERION

In Section 2.2.1, it is concluded from analyses that equivalent path

mode time eunst&nt is an inadequate criterion for attitude-type TRC systems

first, because it. does not reflect the gust sensitivity effects of trading

off airspeed and inertial velocity stability and second, because this single

parameter does not uniquely specify the dynamics of typical third order TRC
sys terms.
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A method for addressiril; the latter deficiency is to increase the

order of the criterion model to better match the salient response characteris-

tics of actual ThC systems. A possible model form which would provide better

time arid frequency domain matches of TRC velocity responses is:

Many iiethods could be used to estimate the parameters of this model

either from flight-generated data or an exact analytical model. For the anal- L
yscs to follow, the procedure employcd was to calculate the coefficients T)

which provide a "best" fit timde domain match to the step response of thle iden-

tified transfer function models. The subscript 2 notation is introduced to

differentiate between the time constant of a two-paraineter equivalent system

mzodel arid the time constant of a one-1)arameter model.* As diagrammned in

Figure 28, V-. WaLS calculated as tile difference between t and t thle times toI
a' 2 2

86.5 anid 63.2' percent of steady response, respectively anid -c as the difference

Vo L~ arid T-: It is observed that the timde consttant of the onie-parameter model.,

is tile 'sum of the time delay' anid first order tine constanlt of the two-

puliametcr modell That is:

Figure 29 illustrates the variatio~n of these p~aramfeters as functions

of the variables of' this experiment, frequency of the ininer loop attitude dy-

namiics and path miode timde constant. Thle equivalent timle delay' T Colrrlatcs

approximately with the frequency of the inner loop attitude clynarlics. The4
results of this experiment indicate that the region of Level 1 flying quaYlitles

(P'R 4 3.5) are approximately hounlded by iuner loop frequencies of 2 *.0 atnd 3.0

radiamis/sec anid by a maximum path inuide time constant, T, , of about 2.*3 seconds.

Because of the fumnctijonal relationship between 2", T anii w~ (inner loop),
these boundaries Coul~d also be exp~ressed in terms"of thesa a* tornate parameters

as indicated by t~he dashed liines. True upper bounds on P~ anid 'r are flying
All'
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qualities limits associated with excessive phase lag in the open loop aircraft

velocity response. The lower bound on x at about 0.6 seconds reflects a ride

qualities limit associated w.1th excessive abruptness in the secondary attitude

responses. This limit, therefore, is a consequence of using vehicle rotation

for generation of horizontal forces and would not exist for direct force

translational rate control implementations.

This analysis indicates that a modified lower order model comprised

of first order lag and cascaded pure time delay has promise as criterion for

attitude-type TRC systems. It is noted, however, that this augmented model

is intended only to provide improved modeling of control response characteris-

tics and does not address the other deficiency noted in the analysis of Sec-

tion 2.2.], that is, turbulence or gust sensitivity.

"I
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Section 5

CONCLUSIONS

The flight experiment described in this report employed the X-22A

variable stability V/STOL aircraft to investigate criteria for inertial trans-

lational rate control systems, The simulation scenario was intended to be
representative of small ship visual landings under high sea state and wind-
over-deck conditions. Synthetic ship wake turbulence and a HUD-generated dis-

crete tracking task were employed as analogues of the actual flight environ-

ment and tasks. In this context the following conclusions are drawn:

1. The HUD discrete tracking task, employed in this experiment,

provided a repeatable, paced evaluation task suitable for dis-

crimination of hover flying qualities characteristics.

2. The flying qualities results for height augmentation system

variations were masked somewhat by the choice of X-Y TRC dyna-

mics. However, pilot commentary indicated a clear preference

for vertical rate command with altitude hold because of the

decoupling of vertical from horizontal deg,'-!es of freedom.

Effective vertical damping as low as -. 5 to -. 75 sec"I and con- $2
trol sensitivities of .1 to .15 g's per inch provided satis-

factory flying qualities.

3. With the height dynamics augmented as described above, satis-
factory flying qualities (PR 4 3.5) can be achieved with atti-

tude-type TRC systems provided the dynamics are within the

limits defined in this experiment.

4. With the same vertical augmentation, pitch and roll attitude

command systems will provide acceptable but not satisfactory

flying qualities (3.5 < PR . 6.5).
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S. Pilot conmmentary indicated that control of longitudinal posi-

tion was clearly mori~ difficult than lateral position because

of drifting caused by winds and turbulence. The relative ease

of lateral control may have been a consequence of selecting
the hover heading to provide zero sideslip in headwinds.

6. Pitch and roll control power utilization appears to be invar-

iant with closed-loop dynamics although some tendency for control

power requirements to increase with the frequency of the inner

loop attitude dynamics was observed. Limiting the control

available to the 3a level of control demand can seriously

degrade flying qualities and may lead to loss of control.

7. The two evaluation pilots participating in this experiment

appeared to use different control techniques. The comments

of the primary pilot indicate a tendency to close an inner

attitude loop when flying the tracking task. Thie comments of

the second pilot, on the other hand, indicate that hie tended

to control the outer velocity 1001) directly. Although dif-

ferences in pilot rating results between the two pilots were

observed, these differences are attributed more to the low

level of experience and learning effects with the second pilot.
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Section 6

RECO1I4ENDATIONS

On the basis of the results of this experiment, the following recom-

mendations for future work are pertinent for further investigations of VTOL

shipboard landings:

1. The effect of trading off aerodynamic and inertial speed sta-

bility on control and turbulence response should be explored

systematically. The current experiment was conducted with con-

stant Al•

2. Because of the difficulty of longitudinal position control,

incorporation of position hold in the TRC control mechaniza-
tions should be considered.

3. The feasibility of reducing longitudinal gust response using

collective elevun (X-force) control should be investigated.

d
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Appendix I I
RUN4 LOG

This appendix contains the log of configurations evaluated in this

exp~erimnent arranged in chronological order. Since pertinent raw experimental

data is identified in the body of the report by a flight and configuration

number, location of specific configurations in the log is facilitated using

this identifier. The pilots are designated by:

P - Prim~ary pilot
S - Second pilot

N - Navy LAMPS pilot

The parameters for longitudinal, lateral and vertical dynamics '

presented in this appendix are nominal or design values.
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Appundix II

PILOT COMMENT SLUMARY

Summaries of all the pilot comments for the configurations eval-
uated in this experiment are presented in this appendix. These suuaries were

prepared from transcriptions of the tape-recorded comments made by the pilot
at the conclusion of each evaluation. The summaries correspond directly to

the major headings on the Pilot Comment Card presented in Section 3.

The comments as presen-ted here are either direct quotations or
minor paraphrasings of the actual transcriptions. In cases where it might

not be clear from the recorded comments exactly what the pilot meant, explan-

atory editorial phrases are included in parentheses for clarity.

The table at the top of each page of comments gives the control

system configuration implemented for the evaluation. As discussed in Sec-
tion 3, the pilot assigned two pilot ratings for each evaluation configura-
tion, one for the X-Y-Z tracking task, and one for the simulated vertical

landing. These are summarized in the table as: X-Y-Z tracking/vertical

landing. The TRC dynamics are characterized by the steady state velocity

gain, nominal path mode time constant and natural frequency of the inner loop

attitude dynamicc as: gain/path mode/inner loop frequency. Similarly,

height dyrsamics are presented as: vertical control sensitivity (g's/inch)/

vertical damping. The postscript A designates an altitude hold configura-

tion. Unless otherwise noted under GENERAL, the evaluations were performed

by the primary pilot.
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CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL
Att.Commnd Y-Z tracking task

2 r/s,6deg/i, .1/.12 4/4 195B and landing only

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Predictability quite good. Could initiate and stop lateral
translation. Had trouble in pitch, telling what attitude
needed for hover.

a Attitude: Predictable, both pitch and roll.

• Height: Fairly easy. Didn't have to pay attention to it.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Gross acquisition quite precitable.
Hover, had trim difficulty both in X-Y, Y-Z and landing task.
No undesirable motion.

* Forces, Displacements: Forces good, maybe bit on high side. Displace-
ments comfortable. Control harmony felt pretty good.

* Special Control Techniques: None.

TASK PERFORfMANCE /WOR KLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Controllable, adequate performance with moderate pilot workload.
Not satisfactory without improvement. Primary problem was
ability to set up a pitch attitude. Minur but annoying
deficiency.

* Landing: Same comments. Problem was longitudinal positioning.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Noticeable and it did increase the workload.

GENERAL: Primary objoctionable feature was finding the pitch attitude
for trim.

11-2
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CONTROL SYSTFM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL
Att.Cormand Y-Z tracking task
2r/s,6deg/in .1/.25 S/S 195C and landing only

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

a Translation: Predictable getting started. Bit of trouble stopping it
(in X) because of finding pitch attitude for hover.

* Attitude: Response predictability felt quite good both in terms of
initiating and stopping. Very large pitch attitude changes
required to get things going,

* Height: Seemed to be spending more time fiddling with it. May have
been extenuating circumstances (fuel state, engage altitude).
Iluwever, predictability seemed to be O.K..

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Gross acquisition pretty good. Hover
was the problem. No undesirable mctions. Control iorces
perhaps on the high side. Initial versus final reponse O.K..

o Forces, Displacements: Harmony O.K..

a' Special Control Techniques: None.

1ASK PERFORMACE!WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Low fuel, didn't do all tracking tasks. Had trouble with
longitudiaal positioning of the aircraft. Adequate perfor-
mance with tolerable workload.

• Landing: Height control predictable. No trouble with landing task.
In landing task X-positioning was the problem. Spent most
of time with X-control.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Moderate, definitely increases the workload.

GE2N4ERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTRJL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL
"Att.Comiand Y '-Z tracking task•,'.4/3 196A

F./5 r/s,6 de/3n .2/.5 and landing only

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* TraDslation: Predictable. May have been a bit of lag in terms of getting
a translation going and stopping it but not bad at all.

* Attitude: Real good in pitch and roll. Lot of trouble figuring out
pitch atticude for hover. Predictable in terms of making
a change.

* Height; Pretty good. Could stabilize it where I wanted to. Coro,'.-
tions predictable.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Not much difference except for squaring
away longitudinal position.

• Forces, Displacements: Comfortable, pitch roll harmony felt good.

a Special Control Techniques: None.

TASK PERFOR.1ANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Y-Z task fairly easy. Only trouble was zeroing the X-error.
Airplane predictable in attitude and in lateral translations.

A Landing: Adequate performance, satisfactory without improvement.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL:
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- •NDC-77318-60 :I

CONT•OL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LNAT VERT X-Y-Z TRIC/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL
Att.Command Y-Z tracking task
2.5 r/s,6 Je/il .1/.S 3/3 196B and landing only

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Fairly good except for little bit of lag.

e Attitude: Predictability good in pitch and roll.

0 Height: Quite easy, looked like it wanted to hold altitude. Had
trouble finding throttle position for zero climb rate.
Tended to have bit of drift.

e Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Hovering easy because altitude was
holding, gave more time to spend on longitudinal positioning.

* Forces, Displacements: Comfortable, harmony felt good.

* Special Control Techniques: No special techniques. Just square away
throttle to stabilize height and then you could spend all
your time on X-Y.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Tracking in Y-Z quiite easy.

* Landing: Equally easy, workload minimal.

7URBULENCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL:

""•i•I-5 .
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NADC-77318-60 I
CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING I

AtLONG/LT WT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERALtk j
Att.Command 

Y-Z tracking task

2.5 r/s,6 deg/i3 .2/.5/A 2.5/2.5 196C and landing only

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Quite good, maybe a little lag in translational motions.

I
!

e Attitude: Very predictable. j
o Height: This time, things were more stable, less of a tendency to

get into a drift.

• Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Could set up a closure rate predictably.
Could hover more easily with this configuration than the
last one. Gross acquisition and hover quitts predictable.

e Forces, Displacements: Both felt good, harmony good. I

a Special Control Techniques: None.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

0 X-Y-Z: Y-Z tracking pretty good, landing task equally so.

* Landing: Just set up what I wanted and went straight down.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Relatively small, less than last configuration.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNWX FLT. NO. GENERAL
Att.Comraand YY-, tracking task

5r/s, 6 g/ 1 .2/. 25 4.S/4.S 196D und landing only

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

e Tr3nslation: Good but had to spend more time with it because height

control was degraded, less predictable than last time.

* Attitude: Predictable.

o Height i Had to spend more time trying to get height stabilized.

More difficulty setting up a rate.

• Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Not a whole lot of difference.

e Forces, Displacements: Comfortable, pitch roll harmony felt good.

a Special Control Techniques: Nono.

TASK PERFORiANCE/WVORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Y-Z and landing task about equivalent, moderate workload
because of slightly degraded height control.

* Landing: Adequate performance required considerable pilot compen-

sation, particularly in height control.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Much greater effect with this one than the previous

-.... configuration.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318..60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG,/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL t A

ktt.Command Y- tracking task .

5 r/s,6 deg/in .05/.5 4.5/4.5 199B and landing only

RESPONSE TO Co0NTROL:

e Translation:

0 Attitude: Attitude control fairly abrupt although predictable.

9 Height: Control quite easy, clue is to have good sense for the
detent which is a little bit difficult.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:

• Forces. Displacements:

* Speci-l Control Techniques:

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Problems in X-Y because of difficulty seeing 1IUL) (sunlight)
Controllable, adequate performance with tolerable pilot
workload.

e Landing:

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL: Trouble seeing 1IJD in bright sunlight.
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL
Att.Cor, iiand Y-Z tracking task2.5 r/s, 6 deg/ ui .2/. S/A 6/6 199D and landing only

RESPONSE TO COtMIOL:

f Translation: Difficulty seeing HJD (sunlight) so problems in tracking
X-Y. React to errors later than I liked. However, pre-
dictable in X-Y.

* Attitude:

* Height: Altitude control fairly good.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:

9 Forces, Displacements:

a Special Control Techniques:

TASK PERFORMANCE//WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Adequate performance with tolerable workload, extensive
compensation in X-Y.

e Landing:

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL:
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NADC -77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG!LAT 'VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL
ktt.Command Y-Z tracking task

S r/s,6 dein .1/.25/A 6/4 199F and landing only

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Tendency to drift off on X.

a Attitude: Predictable but abrupt.

e Height: Fairly predictable - attitude corrections tended to set up

altitude errors - had to pay more attention to keeping altitude zeroed out.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:

flore trouble with gross acquisition than with hover.

a Forces, Displacements: No control force problems.

* Special Control Techniques:

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

X-Y-Z: Tracking more difflicult than landing - could get adequate j
performance with tolerable workload - extensive compensation.

e Landing: Adequate performance attainable with tolerable pilot workload -

desired performance required moderate pilot compensation.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL: Difficult to see HUD (sun glare).
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTZ.M PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

ktt.Cotuaand Y-Z tracking task
.5 r/s,6 deg/in .1/.5/A 4/4 19911 and landing only

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Holding X-Y easier than previous ones - predictable.

* Attitude:

* Height: Predictable - could set up desired rate and stop where
I wanted - no tendency to drift off.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:

@ Forces, Displacements:

e Special Control Techniques:

TASK PERFORMANCE/1VORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Desired p)erformance, moderate workload - still has tendency
to drift in X - may be associated with glare on IHUD -

hard to see error when it arises.

* Landing: Adequate performance, tolerable workload - not satisfactory
without improvement - desired performance required
moderate cormpensation.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL: Problems seeing HUD because of sun glare.
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z. TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL' Y-Z "tracking task

15/2.5/2.5 .15/.75/A 4/3 201A and landing only

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

Translation: Predictability fairly good - tendency to drift out of
position bit more than would like - could acquire and

stop in the box O.K., then would drift.

a Attitude: Predictability pretty good - inputs produced some
attitude oscillations.

9 Height: Quite easy - held altitude while maneuvering in X-Y -

could commnand rate O.K., stopping not quite as predict-
able as would like.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Gross acquisition easiest - in hover
tended to move off the spot ever)' so often.

* Forces, Displacements: Didn't notice.

a Special Control Techniques: None in particular.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Controllable, adequate performance attainable - not
satisfactory without improvement - minor but annoying
deficiencies.

* Landing: Satisfactory without im.provement - minimal compensation
for desired performance.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Not very prominent.

GENERAL: Good features, predictable all round - objectionable
features, slight unpredictability in height and tendency
to drift out of position.
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NADC-77318-60

V CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT 'VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

6/3/2.5 .11.S/A 3/2 201B

RESPONSE TO CON4TROL:

a Translation; Predictability good both in establishing a rate and making
small corrections.

* Attitude: Predictability quite good - little bit of abruptness at
K1 ,end.

*Height: Eacsier than last tim~e.hi>'

O Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Gross acquisition quite easy to
establish - this time had little less trouble hovering.

e Forcos, Displacemients: no special notice.

-4p9cial Control Techniques: No paiticular control technique - had to
put in opp)osite control to stop a vertical rate.

TASK P ERFOW4ANCE /IVORK).,OAD:!

* X-t'-Z: X-Y eas)y because aircraft held altitude - Y-Z a little
bit harder because uf :altitudo task -. adequate perfor-
mnance with tolerable worklcad.

e Landing: Could do very easily - stayed rock solid ;.n X-Y -

could establish rate very predictably.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Not very notictablc.

GENERLAL:

• )•,, I - 1 3
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYS-1EM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

5/2.5/2. 5 .1/.25 6/6 201C Y-Z tracking task
____and landing only

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

i Translation: Fairly predictable - tendency to wander a lot more than
would like in hover.

a Attitude: Fairly predictable - response was smoother than before.

* Height: Lot of effort in height control - attitude inputs made
altitude wander - not holding altitude - altitude rate
predictability not as good as I'd like.

0 Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Gross acquisition fairly easy -

in hover, had difficulty because of altitude control.

* Forces, Displacements: Larger that would like - harnony O.K..

e Special Control Techniques: Tended to overcoritrol throttle corrections.

TASK PERFOnJIANCE/IVORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Workload considerable ju~st for adequate perforLrance - extensive
pilot compensation.

* Landing: Had to work pretty hard for adequate performance.

TURBUILENCE EFFECTS: Certainly were evident - detrimental.

[I GENERAL: Hieight control was objectionable feature - lack of altitude hold.
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NADC-7731F-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RAT1ING
LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

3/3/2.5 .11.5/A 7/6 201D

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Poor predictability.

* Attitude: Predictability fairly good,

e Height: Real good predictability.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Trouble with gross acquisition and
hover.

* Forces, Displacements: Forces and displacements large - harmony O.K..

* Special Control Techniques: Couldn't figure out what would work -

problem was large control inputs required.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: X-Y easier than Y-Z because of altitude holdworkload
(Y-Z) more than would like to accept - adequate perfor-
mance not attainable with tolerable pilot workload.

0 Landing: once set up was fairly easy to do - easier than X-Y-Z

maneuvering - adequate performance with tolerable workload.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Annoying because of large inputs required.

GENERAL: Height control good feature - large control inputs
"- (pitch, roll) objectionable.
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING J
LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

5/2.5/2.5 .1/.5/A 5.5/5.5 201E Y-Z tracking task
and landing only

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Predictable in gross acquisition - trouble getting
squared away in hover.

* Attitude: Reasonably predictable.

* Height: Quite predictable setting up a rate and stopping it.

* Precisiin vs. Gross Maneuvering: llover mo3t difficult.

* Forces, Displacements: Comfortable, harmony good.

* Special Control Techniques: Tendency to overcontrol in X-Y - had
Lo watch inputs.

TASK PERFORPtANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Workload moderate - occasionally got desired performance,
mostly adequate - had to work reasonably hard.

e Landing: About the same as X-Y-Z.

TURBULENCE EFIECTS: Increased workload, especially in hover.

GENERAL: Altitude control good feature - predictability in
translation in hover was objectionable feature.
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NADC-77318-60

TTIT

CONTOL SYSTEM PILOT RATIN4G
LONG/LA? 'VERT X-Y-ZTRK/LNDG FLT. NO0, GENERAL

3/2/2.5 .1/.5 6/4 201F

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Predictability not gLrod in gross acquisition - O.K. in
hcver - getting big translation going the real problem.

* Attitude. Initi.al response sluggish.

@ Height: Quite easy.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Gross acquisition most difficult -

hover quite easy.

o Forces, Displacements: Largye forces and displacements to get going.

0 Special Control Techniques: None other than large inputs.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

0 X-Y-Z: Workload high in X-Y gross acquisition - adequate perfor-
mance, tolerable pilot workload - required extensive
compensation.

* Landing: Workload lower in hover - adequate performance - tolerable
workload - not satisfactory without improvement.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Not really detrimental.

GENERAL:
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NADC- 77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT 'VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL
5/2.5/2.5 .05/.75/A 5/4 202A Y-Z tracking task

_....... _and landing only

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Bit sluggish - bit of predictability problem.

* Attitude: Fairly predictable.

t Height: Predictable - took an awful lot of throttle control to

get it going - trouble making small corrections.

9 Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: [lover easier than gross maneuvering
because of large stick and throttle inputs required -

No undesirable motions.

e Forces, Displacements: Little larger than I'd like - harmony O.K..

a Special Control Techniques: None in particular.

TASK PERFORPANCE/WORKLOAD:

a X-Y-Z: Y-Z bit more difficult becausu it took so long to get rate
going in altitude - performancm adequate - but moderately
hard work - considerable pilot compensation.

* Landing: Got desired performance - r;odo'rate pilot compensation.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Couldn't sort it out.

GENERAL: Objectionable features were large stick and throttle
control throws and sluggishness in pitch/roll attifud6.
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NADC-77318-60

CONT•OL SYSTEM PILOT RATING
___ I

LONG/LAT 'VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL
5/5/2.5 .1/.5/A 7/5 202B1

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

e Translation: Control difficult, relatively unpredictable because of
trouble with attitude response.

a Attitude: ltespon;e sluggish - lack of predictability - roll worse
than pitch.

e Height: Crisp, predictable, held altitude.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Gross acquisition real problem - hover
not easy but easier than gross maneuvering.

* Forces, Displacements: Large forces and displacements - thought there
was sotie disharmony.

* Special Control Techniques: N(one.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

0 X-Y-Z: Adequate performIance at best.

* Landing: Bit easiiM - bordered on desired performance with considerable
workload - not satisfactory without iriprovement.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Appeared to be a probler.m this time.

GENERAL: Sluggishness and large control inputs were objectionable -good feature was altitude control.
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG.LAT VBRT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

5/2.5/2.5 .05/.5/A 4/4 202C Y-Z tracking and
_ _ _ landing only

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

e Translation: Predictable.

a Attitude: Predictability good, crisp.

e Height: Setting up a rate was predictable - making corrections bit
of a problem - throttle movements bit more than I'd like
tl:er to be.

e Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Gross acquisition was primary problema
in Y-Z because of altitude - hover was fairly easy -
got desired performance, was predictable.

0 Forces, Displacements: Good in pitch and roll - hariaujiy O.K..

e Special Control Techniques: None in particular.

TASK PERFOR•LANC/IVOR KLOAD:

a X-Y-Z'; Got desired performLance in X-Y, more trouble with altitude -

workload only moderate -. adequate performance with tolerable
workload - not satisfactory without improvement.

e Landing: Same for landing - setting up rate of descent required
more throttle than I'd like.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Got a few heaves back and forth, must have been
turbulence.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING -i

IlL_ I _ _ _ _ _ __I_ _ _ _ _ _-_LONG/LAT VBRT X-Y-Z FRK/!'NDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

4.1/2/2.5 .I/.9/A 2/2 202D

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Predictability good.

* Attitude: Good predictability

o Height: Control easy - held altitude and setting ui) a rate was
predictable.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Gross acquisition and hover both quite

easy to perform - bit of abruptness in attitude when I
went after things aggressively but not really objectionable.

a Forces, Displacements: Comfortable, harmony good.

* Special Control Techniques: None.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: X-Y got dtwsired performance, workload not very high -
Y-Z altitude control added relatively negligible
additional work, performance pretty good.

e Landing: Could do just what I wanted to.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

5/2.5/2.5 .15/.5/A 6/5 202E Y-Z tracking and
____ ....... _ _ landing only

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Moderately' predictablo - little bit sluggish.

SAttitude: Moderately predictable .- got a little bit sluggish.

SHeight: Had troubln making corrections and setting up a predictable
rate - hold altitude however.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: X-Y gross acquisition reasonably easy -

had a little trouble with hover - no problem holding
altitude - acquisition a little bit difficult, lack of
tbredict hbialitny.

Forces, Displacements: Pitch awd roll highor than I would like them
to be - harmony O.K..

* Special Control Techniques: In altitudo, had to put in several inputs
to get what I wunted.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:.

e X-Y-Z: ,X-Y got adequate performance. Note - Remainder of comments lost.

* Landing:

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYST51 PILOT RATING

"LONGLAT 'VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

4.S/3/1.5 .l/.5/Y 5/4 20217

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Predictability a little bit lacking.

N:

a Attitude: Same as translation.

o Height: Quite predictable.

e Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Problem primarily with gross
acquisition - hover was more predictable.

e Forces, Displacements: Both a little larger than I would like.
Ilarmony was good.

* Special Control Techniques: None in particular.

TASK PERFORM.dNCE/ WOR KLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: In X-Y tracking, aircraft hold altitude - problem was
setting up a closure and stopping it - once in hover
could hold it pretty well - tracking in Y-Z same as
X-Y - adequate performance required considerable compen-
sation.

Landing: Reasonably easy - got pretty good performance -

required moderate pilot compensation.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Not really noticeable.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-. TRK/LNDG FLT. O4. GENERAL

/ ./....A6/3 203A

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

o Translation: Predictability just moderate.

(,1
* Attitude: Predictability not real good but not bad - attitude response

pretty abrupt.

* Height: Quite predictable - airplane tended to hold altitude, could
establish a rate pretty well.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Had some trouble with gross acquisition,
making corrections - once into the hover, could hold it
pretty well stabilized.

e Forces, Displacements: Not particularly noticeable - harmony O.K..

* Special Control Techniques: Tendency to slip through the box, had to slow
rate at closure, couldn't stop predictably or aggressively -

once there it was relatively easy to hold.
TASK PERFORMANCE/$ORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Once stabilized got desired performance - workload in
acquisition phase was pretty high.

e Landing: Easiest, could hover quite easily and could control altitude
pretty well. S

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Not particularly noticeable.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

"_LONG/.LAT 'VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. 10. GENERAL

4.5/4/2.5 .1/.5/A 8/8 203B l

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

0 Translation: Bad because of very large lag in attitude response.

* Attitude: Control very difficult, sluggish, large forces and dis-
placements to get anything.

e Height: Felt O.K., seemed to hold altitude.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Even small corrections in hover were
difficult.

. Forces, Displacements: Way too large, pitch and roll.

* Special Control Techniques:

TASK PERFORMANCE/1WORKLOAD:

0 X-Y-Z: Could not get adequate performance with tolerable workload -

controllability in a dangerous situation would be in Jquestion.

* Landing: As above.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Not noticeable.

GENERAL:
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"NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

9/3/2.5 .1l.S/A 5/4 203C

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Predictability fairly good, had some trouble making small I
corrections getting it into the box.

e Attitude: Predictability pretty good - maybe a little bit abrupt. I
s Height: Good, would hold altitude, could set up a predictable rate,

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Hover a little easier.

* Forces, Displacements: Pretty good, didn't notice anything8 in particular.

Special Control Techniques: None.

TASK PERFORMANCE/1WORKLOAD:

0 X-Y-Z: Performance adequate, bordering on undesired, workload
was considerable.

'4

0 Landing: Was the easiest part (of task), hovering relatively easy,
height control pretty good.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Seemed like natural turbulewee created some upsets.

GENERA'.,L
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM IPILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG . FLIT. NO. GENERAL
5/2.5/2.6 .l5/ASlA 6/S 203D

2.LiI.-a

SR•.SPONSE TO CONTROL:

4 Translation: Troubles initiating a rate, had to hold fairly large inputs

k to get decent rate - hover translationial control seond
a' little easier.

\ Attitude: Response predictability nut vcry good.

* Height: Hield altitude, could get a predictable rate going,

.Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Gross acqu'ition more difficult in
terms of predictability - no undesired motions.

* Forces, Displacements: Felt high to get a decent rate going.

* Special Control Techniques: None.

TASK PERQ1,1OANCE/!VCR KLAD:

* X-Y-Z: Quite a bit of work to get into the box in time allotted -

could get only adequate performance and had to work fairly hard
at it.

* Landing: Got desired performance with considerable pilot workload.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Fair amount of natural turbulence upsetting the aircraft.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING
.LONGLAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GLNERAL

)/4/2.15 .l/.5/A 4.5/4 203E
I~

RESPONSE TO COtPTOL:

* Translation: Something missing, couldn't put my finger on it.

It,

* Attitude: Response predictable.

* Height: Control quite good, held altitude and could set up a rate.

I
I

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Problem in gross acquisition, could
hold a hover better - no undesirable motions.

I

* Forces, Displacements: Felt O.K., maybe a little high - harmony was O.,K..

e Special Control Techniques: Much less trouble with roll than pitch -

Could be because winds were changing - so t-endency to
drift longitudinally.TASK PERFORWANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Got desired performance if I worked very hard, otherwise
just adequate - problems were in longitudinal/lateral.

* Landing: Once established in hover, could hold fairly easily.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Seemed to be there. i
GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

4.5/2/2.5 .. /A 4/3 204A

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Could initiate translation and stop it predictably once I
figured out what my altitudes needed to be.

e Attitude: Predictability pretty good, quick initial response, little
bit jerky.

e Height: Little bit of trouble with predictability setting up a rate.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: X-Y pretty good - problem was primarily
in vertical tracking predictability.

* Forces, Displacements: Coirortable, didn't notice them. Harmony
adequate.

e Special Control Techniques: None in particular.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: X-Y performance pretty good, workload not very high.
Y-Z difficult because of height, had to use large throttle
to get things going then back off. To stop had to use
throttle in opposite direction.

* Landing: Not that difficult to set up steady rate.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Didn't seem to be dominant.

GENERAL: CHPR = 4 for X-Y-Z tracking primarily due to vertical.
Altitude tended to wander a little for X-Y inputs.
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k NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

9/3/2.5 .1/.S/A 54 204B

RESPONSE TO COrRIOL:

* Translation: Response predictable although had a tendency to get bigger
inputs than desired, some trouble with predictability in
hover.

* Attitude: Response predictable.

o Height: Essentially same as last time. Height wanders with X-Y
inputs - appeared to be a height hold situation, some
problems with Z predictability.

e Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Hover more difficult - gross acquisition
easy to initiate, got predictable rates but tended to be a
little bit higher than desired sometimes.

f

o Forces, Displacements, Stick softer than last time - May have led to
inadvertent inputs - trouble hovering attributed to lower

forces . pitch and roll.

I .

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOADr

* X-Y-Z: Acquisition part not particularly difficult, sometimes
closures higher than desired - had trouble with hover, more
attention, higher workload to get desired performance -
in Y-Z, situation compounded by problems with height control.

e Landing: More difficult because of troubles hovering -- got desired

performance but had to work moderately hard.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Thought they were there.

GENERAL: CHPR = 5 for tracking attributed to hover problems.
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

16/3/2.5 .1l.S/A 6/5 204C

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

e Translation: Had some difficulties with getting something going, some
problems with predictability in hover.

e Attitude: Response fairly pr-edictable, didn't have any trouble with
that.

e Height: Had problems with predictability in acquiring a new height.

• Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Trouble iritiating gross acquisition
in hover, tended to dance around more than I'd like to -

primary reason for problem was large control displacements
but forces were O.K..

a Forces, Displacements: To initiate motion, needL. large inputs then hadto back off - harmony felt O.K..

e Special Control Techniques: Put in big input then back off, X-Y and Z.

TASK PERFORIANCE/WORKLOAD"

• X-Y-Z: Most of the time just adequate performance and had to work
fairly hard, especially in hover.

e Landing; Got adequate performance, had to work fairly hard at it.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Thought they were there - thought some of the problems
in hover were due to turbulence.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

5/2.5/2.5 .1/.S/A 4.5/4 204D

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

a Translation: Initial predictability not good, felt sluggish - took
quite a bit of input to get going, tended to get more
response than desired.

a Attitude: Predictability not bad initially but seemed to change a little
bit with a steady input.

* Height: Same as before - held altitude but tended to move around
more than would like - wasn't as tight as would like it to
be - trouble setting up predictable rates.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Gross acquisition difficut because of
large inputs required to get it going - once near the box
I was able to hold it pretty well.

{I
o Forces, Displacements: Took large stick inputs - rc<ticed the force

especially the initial as opposed to tihe final - harmonyfelt O.K..

a Special Control Techniques: None in particular.

TASK PERFORM.ANE/WORKLOAD:

X-Y-Z: Got adequate bordering on desired - biggest pait of workload
was to set up the hover - problems in Y-Z because of heightcontrol, added to troubles of getting predictable lateral
closure going.

a Landing: Adequate performance with tolerable pilot workload - had some
trouble setting up a good rate of sink.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Weren't very apparent.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT ' VERT X-Y-Z.TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

4.5/2/2.S .lS/.75/A 2/2 205A

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Pretty good.

• Attitudo: Predictability pretty good.

* Height: I liked that.

e Precisio.n vs. Gross Maneuvering: Able to initiate a response, could get
predictable rate going - hover fairly easy to do.

S i
- Forces, Displacements: Initially felt a little high - finally felt pretty

good both in initial and final part of response.

e Special Control Techniques:

TASK PERFORMANCE/1VORKLOAE:

* X-Y-Z: Got desired performance, workload fairly light.

* Landing: Could hold hover, good predictability of rate of sink -
got desired performance, workload was pretty low.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

It GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

4.S/4/2.5 .15/.75/A 7/6 205B __ _

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

0 Translation: Difficult to get started, tended to get too much, had
trouble stopping, so predictability poor.

• Attitude: Predictability poor in terms of getting started and then
wandering in relation to input.

* Height: Really good.

9 Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Both equally bad, corrections difficult,
couldn't get it going.

* Forces, Displacements: Large forces and displacements to get it going
so, initial part, uncomfortably large, final part (of response)
O.K..

a Special Control Techniques: Slowed down rate of closure as I approached
the box.

TASK PERFORIANCE/1VORKLOAD:
0 X-Y-Z: Could get adequate performance but workload was excessive.

* Landing: Had trouble holding the spot (X-Y) whereas height control
was real easy.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Some wandering due to airplane reacting to turbulence.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

6/3/2.5 .151.75/A 3/2 206A

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

s Translation: Control quite good, little bit of trouble in the hover,

* Attitude: Response predictability quite good.

o Height: Control quite predictable - could initiate a rate of sink
predictably and stop it and it held altitude.

o Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Biggest problems were in hover, think
because of winds drifting me around, not able to fiture out
attitude to hold hover.

e Forces, Displacements: Comfortable all the way round, forces may have
been a little bit high laterally.

o Special Control Techniques: None.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

0 X-Y-Z:

a Landing: Could do pretty well with minimal workload.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Would surmise that simulated turbulence had little effect -
natural turbulence had effect.

GENERAL: Lots of vibration in airplane because of (natural) winds.
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

6/2/2.5 .15/.75/A 4/2 206B

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Had little bit of trouble, felt a little loose in trying
to acquire the box, once in hover felt O.Ko.

a Attitude: Reasonably predictable.

* Height: Good.

t

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: If any problems, it was in gross
acquisition - no undesirabla motions.

* Forces, Displacements: Forces a little lighter than last time, bit more
comfortable - harmony good.

e Special Control Techniques: None.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Difficulty stopping in box - abla to get at least adequate
to desired performance, workload only moderate.

Landing: Once in hover could stay there - could do landing task
fairly well, low workload.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Natural turbulence noticeable, trouble sorting out attitude
to stay over a spot.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318w60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

9/4/2.5 .15/.75/A 6/6 206D
L

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Was a problem.

a Attitude: Predictability adequate.

* Height: Good, no problem there.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Trouble with gross acquisition and hover.
Could set up rate but had trouble stopping and making correc-
tions in hover.

* Forces, Displacements: Large forces and displacements - no harmony
problems.

e Special Control Techniques: None.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

0 X-Y-Z: Tracking X-Y was problem, workload large for adequate

performance.

* Landing: Could get adequate performance but took a lot of workload -

problems with small (X-Y) corrections.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/IAT 'VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO.. GENERAL

5/2.5/2.5 .15/.75/A 7/7 206C

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Airplane stiff in translation, hard time starting, couldn't
get as much rate as I wanted, trouble stopping.

a Attitude: Predictability not real good - seemed to follow inputs then

felt like (response) was washing out.

* Height: Good, could set up desired rate of closure.

.I
9 Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Had particular trouble with gross

acquisition - when disturbed in hover, required large inputs
for correction and they were uncomfortable - gross acquisition
and hover predictability not very good.

e Forces, Displacements: Large inputs required, occasionally full deflec-
tion particularly in roll. (Lack of) harmony not obvious,
sometimes felt roll heavier than pitch.

a Special Control Techniques: None in particular.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Could barely get adequate performance, couldn't do it with
a tolerable pilot workload.

e Landing: Had trouble holding hover (i.e., X-Y position), rate of sink

not a problem - could not get adequate performance with
tolerable workload for landing.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Turbulence affected this airplane,maybe inability to deal
with disturbances made it more obvious.

GENERAL:
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Wo oaNADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

9/3/2.5 .15/.75/A 5/5 206F

RESPONSE TO CO•TROL: i
a Translation: Airplane felt loose in translation.

e Attitude: Predictability only moderate, but sluggish coming on, did
funny things while holding input.

:, ,o Height: Good, didn't see any problems.

, •Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Problem primarily in gross acquisition

although hover was none too easy.

* Forces, Displacements: Forces felt fairly light - displacement felt
fairly large in gross acquisition - there was a mismatch
there.

e Special Control Techniques: None.

TASK PERFORMANCE /WOR KLOAD:

• X-Y-Z: Adequate performance but had to work reasonably hard -. had
some predictability problems - the thing that male it easier

this time was the forces were more reasonable.

e Landing: Adequate performance with tolerable but considerable workload
due to predictability problems.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Seemed to be there - couldn't sort out whether it was
natural or synthetic but I was bu.•ng bounced around.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL.

13/4/2.5 .15/.75/A 4.5/3 207A

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Predictability good in getting started - trouble in stopping
it - seemed to be a lag in translational response when making
corrections.

e Attitude: Predictability reasonably good, a little jerky initially.

* Height: Good - held altitude - could set up a rate easily.

9 Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Biggest problem was predicting the
corrections to stop in the box.

* Forces, Displacements: Forces comfortable, relatively light, displacements
reasonable, harmony pretty good.

o Special Control Techniques: Had to be careful not to overcontrol.

TASK PERFOP~tkNCE /IVOR KLOAD:

T X-f-Z: Got desired performance but workload was pretty considerable.

a Landing: Got desired performance - didn't have to work particularly hard.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Not really noticeable - no natural turbulence.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING
" LONG/hAT 'VERT., X -Y-Z ,TRKZ.LN.DG FLT. NO0. GENERAL

5/2.25/2.5 .15/.75/Aj 3.5/9 207B

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Thought initially it would be soft with predictability
problemsi - seemed to work out to be better than last
time.

6 Attitude: Initial predictability pretty good, then felt like I was 11
getting some washout.

* Height: Pretty good, no problem.

• Precision vs. Gross Maneuvzring: Could initiate an acquisition pretty

well and could stop it better than last time, not sure why.

* Forces, Displacements: F:orces good, displacements a little high.

a Special Control Techniques: None.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* Y-Y-Z: Got desired performance, didn't have to work hard for it.

* Landing. Same as X-Y-Z.

IURBULENCE EFFECTS: Not noticeable.

GENEPRAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

8/2/2.5 .15/.75/A 3.S/2 207C

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

Translation: At first, had trouble stopping when trying to acquire the
target - then translational control become quite predictable,
was able to stay in slot once I got there.

a Attitude: Predictability pretty good - initial response too abrupt.

9 Height: Easy.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Early in evaluation, had trouble with
gross acquisition, hover was easy.

e Forces, Displacements: Both comfortable.

e Special Control Techniques: I did something different as evaluation went

along, can't describe it.

TASK PERFORMANCE/IVORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Got desired performance, initially workload was high but then
got down to the moderate level.

e Landing: Got desired performance with no problem,.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:
""-i

GEN4ERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

8/3.5/2.5 .15/.75/A 5.5/4 207D

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

e Translation: Problems with pradictability in translational control,
when aggressive tended to overcontrol.

* Attitude: Felt soft in attitude.

e Height: good.

• Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: In hover was not aggressive and had no
problems - in the gross acquisition, had a tendency to over-
shoot the target, had to use large inputs to get things started -

some problem with predictability there.

a Forces, Displacements: had to use large forces and displacements to get
an adequate closure rate started.

e Special Control Techniques: If aggressiveness kept down, could get
desired performance.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WVORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Performance was adequate but workload was considerable.

* Landing: Could do job and get desired performance but had to do a
little more work to not overcontrol my corrections.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEMV PILOT RATING

LONG/EAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

16.S/2.5/2.5 .151.75/A 5.5/4 . 207E I

RESPONSE TO CONTROL: I
* Translation: Tendency to overshoot with aggressive inputs.

I
* Attitude: Predictability not bad but it felt somewhat soft.

I
0 Height: No problem.

I
* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Large inputs to get things going -

if tried to stop aggressively, got overshoot - If I took
my time, could get it in and get desired performance -
Because of smaller inputs, didn't have any trouble with hover.

* Forces, Displacements: Both felt large.

* Special Control Techniques: Had to take your time, not be aggressive.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD: I
* X-Y-Z: Could get adequate performance with considerable pilot com-

pensation.

* Landing: Had to work to stay in box - stay unaggressive and things
work out pretty well.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Not noticed.

GENERAL:

- I
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/.LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

5.5/2.75/2.5 .15/.75/A 6/4 208A

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:
s Translation: - sluggish initially then more sluggish as forces heavied

up when trying to hold a rate - had some problems with
overcontrolling acquisition of the target - trouble
with hover, had to work hard to get into box.

* Attitude: - Not bad but felt a little bit sluggish.

* Hoighti - good, no problem, very precise, very steady.

e Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - gross maneuvering a problem hover
was a problem if disturbed significantly.

@ Forces, Displacements: - initial forces and displacements comfortable,
final heavy - no harmony problems.

@ Special, Control Techniques: - must be careful not to let large disturbances
come up because they were a little bit more difficult to
control.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WVORKLOAD:

a X-Y-Z: - no better than adequate, had to work fairly hard to

do that.

* Landing: - adequate bordering on dcjired performance but had to
work pretty hard atiit.

°i!JRBULENCE EFFECTS: - wandering more in hover than on earlier flights, could
be wind - had some difficulty establishing a good hover

SG Rposition so landing task was harder.
GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT 'VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

6/2/2.5 .15/.75/A 4/3 208B

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: snappy getting started - some trouble in predictability
of corrections trying to stop in the box.

o Attitude: - initial response quite predictable.

~iI I
e Height: - not a problem.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - primary problems in gross
maneuvering - hover seemned pretty good.

9 Forces, Displacements: - comfortable pitch and roll - harmony o.k.

* Special Control Techniques:

TASK PERFORMANCE/1VORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: - got desired performance - had to work reasonably hard

* Landing: - got desired performance - didn't have to work particularly

hard.

!ii{ TURBULENCE EFFECTS: -bouncing around in hover more than in first flight-
L Ehaving trouble holding position - don't know whether

its the configuration or the atmosphere.
GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/,LAT .•RT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG, FLT. NO. GENERAL

4/-- 208C

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

e Translation: Comments lost.

* Attitude:

v Height:

9 Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:

a Forces, Displacements:

* Special Control Techniques:

TASK PERFORMANCE//WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z:

* Landing:

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

12/2/2.5 .15/.75/A 3/4 209A

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: - predictable. !

* Attitude: - predictability good - quick initial response - perhaps a 1
little too abrupt. I

t!
e Height: - real good.

9 Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - gross maneuvering a bit easier -
good airplane sensitive, had to work harder not to
overcontrol (n hover) - had a little bit more trouble
holding the hover if I was doing a vertical maneuver.

o Forces, Displacements: - comfortable, nice and light - displacements
small, harmony felt good.

* Special Control r,3chniques: - for landing, had to avoid inadvertent1.nputs which disturb the airplane,

TASK PERFORMANCE /WORKY LOAD:

* X-Y-Z: - got desired performance - didn't have to work all that
hard for it.

* Landing: little more difficult than gross maneuvering - adequate 1
bordering on desired performance - work load little bit
higher than maneuvering.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:.dn'ntieay

GENERAL: - airplane abrupt, really jittery.
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

6/3/6'.5 .15/.75/A 7/S 209B

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

e Translation: - tendency to overcontrol, particularly if I tried to be
aggressive.

o Attitude: - predictability lousy - very sluggish initial response.

* Height: - good - when I concentrated on height control X-Y control
problems developed which led to height control problems.

Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - airplane didn't move fast enough -

no undesirable motions - had to time recoveries, otherwise
skidded past target - hover difficult, tendency to over-
control.

e Forces, Displacements: - large force and displacement to get airplane

moving - in steady part, forces felt comfortable
forces init 4 ally heavy then lighten up - harmony ok.

a Special Control Techniques: - could get adequate performance if not
overly aggressive, otherwise could get in trouble.

TASK PERFO•MANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: - performance adequate - workload pretty high, extensive,
- height control even though good, detracted from X-Y.

* Landing: - adequate performance - considerable pilot workload.

.1 'TURBULENCE EFFECTS: - airplane moved with turbulence - little bit more than
last time.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77 318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/T VET X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

5/1.5/2.S .15/.75/A 3/2 209C

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: = predictability pretty darn good - could start and stop
predictability.

a Attitude: - predictable response -good initial response.

9 Height: - good.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - expected jerky airplane response
but didn't get it - pretty good from that point of view.

* Forces, Displacements: - didn't take a whole lot of force to get going
but when forces heavied up during a translation - not I
particularly high but noticeable - harmony pretty good.

a Special Control Techniques: - none.

TASK PERFORPMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: - desired performance with relatively low workload.

* Landing: - performance so good that I did landings with Y-Z tracking
task on- satisfactory without improvement.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

12/3/2.5 .15/.75/A 6/5.5 209E

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

a Translation: Started moving when I wanted to but had trouble stopping -

felt like it had a drift - trouble predicting steady rates.

* Attitude: Predictable in terms of starting to go.

e Height: Pretty good - no problem there.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Had trouble with drift both in gross

acquisition and hover - no undesirable motions.

e Forces, Displacements: Reasonably comfortable - didn't notice anything
in particultir.

* Special Control Techniques: Tried not to let errors btuild up in hover
because of problemas dealing with thema.

TASK PERFO.RIANCE/1VORKLOAD:

0 X-Y-Z: Got adequate performance but had to work extensively.

0 Landing: Got adequate performance but had problems holding the
hover - not satisfactory without improvement - required
considerable comnpens at ion.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG :LT. NO. GENERAL

13/2.5/2.5 .15/.75/A 4.5/3 211A

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

a Translation: Could get things going pretty well initially, got a
reasonable closure rate then had bit of difficulty
stopping - difficulty correcting for drift and in hover.

* Attitude: Predictable, abrupt, kind of osr.illatory and high
frequency after the initial input.

* Height: Quite easy, held altitude, could develop a rate when I
wanted.

9 Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Tail end of gross acquisition and some

aspects of hover had predictability difficulties -
abruptness and ringing ir. attitude was undesirable to
some degree.

• Forces, Displacements: Comfortable, harmony O.K..

e Special Control Techniques: Had to be aggressive with errors - grab
them before they get large.

TASK PERFORtANCE/WORKLOAD:

• X-Y-Z: X-Y biggest problems with corrections - get desired
p)erformance but had to work pretty hard - Y-Z no different -

required moderate to bit miore than moderate compensation.

* Landing: Once established in hover landing worked out pretty well -

got desired performance, only had to work moderately
hard - minimal compensation required.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Tended to drift in hover, don't know whether due to
turbulence or problems with corrections.

GENERAL:
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" "*CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

S 3.5/1.5/2.5 .15/.75/A 4.5/3 211B

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Could get closure going but rate not very predictable -

to arrest rate had to use aggressive, large inputs, had to
overdrive airplane - had to use large inputs even in hover.

* Attitude: Predictability not all that great, plane did not respond
iDiruediately - after input airplane did some things

that weren't commanded.

* Height: Fairly easy, held altitude, occasionally wandered off a
bit - predictability good.

. Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Problem primarily in gross acquisition -

hover reasonably predictable but needed large inputs -

attitude didn't always do what I commanded.

e Forces, Displacements: Initial not all that high but to keep a closure
going, the forces got pretty high - displace•,•%iots weren't
all that noticeable, just forces.

e Special Control Techniques: 11ad to hors;e it around to get desired
perforaIlni1ce.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

0 X-Y-Z: X-Y got desired perforniance - had to work hard.
Y-Z essentially the same, took care of altitude fairly
quickly.

"* Landing: Easier, didn't require large corrections once I got
established - could set u) sinh rate predictably.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Didn't notice any.

GENERAL:
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CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

10/1.5/2.5 .15/.75/A 4/-- 211C Partial evaluation

RESPONSE TO CON1TROL:

. Translation: Predictability was so-so - wasn't real predictable -

required manhandling the airplane in attitude - tendency
to overdo it because of sensitivity.

* Attitude: Certainly got instantaneouts response - too abrupt, jumpy.

0 Height: Good, no probloeims there.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Problems primarily in gross acquisition -

hover not all that difficult - airl)lane way too jumpy.

a Forces, Displacements: Forces very, very light - seemed to heavy up
trying to acquire the target - didn't notice harmony.

* Special Control Techniques: Had to nminhandle the airplane but there was
a tendency to put in too large inputs,

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

o X-Y-Z: X-Y gQL adequate performance bordering on desired -

workload considerable - not as hard as last timle because
forces were lighter - no Y-Z evaluation. i

* Landing: Not evaluated.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Weren't- any noticeabl; - tended to drift during initial
part of evaluation.

GENERAL: Similar to last oie but very sensitive.
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__ . ... . - . -m

(1VCONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING
_________ 'VERT X-Y-Z TR/LD %T. N. GENERAL

12/3/2.5 .15/.75/A 6/5.5 209E

RZSPONSE TO COntrOL:

o Translation: - started moving whet. I ',,anted Lo but had trouble stopping,
felt like drift - had trouble predicting steady rates.

*Attitude: - predictable in te'ns of initially starting to go.

0 Height: - pretty good - no problem.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - trouble in both - response not
proportional to input - bothersome in small corrections
too, carried over into hover.

e Porces, Displacements: - reasonably comfortable - harmony o.k.

, Special Control Techniques: - tripd not to let errors build up because

had problems dealing with them.

TASK PERFOI,.1=ANCE/WORKLOAD:

X-Y-Z: - adequate performance but workload was extensive

o Landing: - adequate performance but had sonme problems holding hover.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

, IGENERAL:
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CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

6/3/2.5 .15/.7/3/- 212D Gnd Ref. Task

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: - predictable - airplane moved around a little bit but
didn't compromise positioning.

* Attitude: - predictable

* Height: - easy

9 Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
- turbulence noticeable but didn't compromise ability to

hover.

* Forces, Displacements:
- both a bit high.

e Special Control Techniques:

TASK PERFORMANCE/IVORKLOAD:

0 X-Y-Z: - desired performance, nominal workload.

e Landing:

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT iX-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

Att.Command .15/.75/A 4.5/- 212E Gnd Ref. Task

2.5 rls.6 de2/ i .

RESPONSE TO CONTIROL:

* Translation: - could get things started when I wanted to - seemed like
I was able to get a steady state rate going.

a Attitude: initial response occurred when I made input but moved
around for steady state (constant) input-objectionable
and noticeable.

* Height: no problems - small corrections required when doing
crossed inputs - was holding altitude pretty steady

Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
- biggest problem with stopping aircraft over a point after

a translation - wasn't real bad but more difficult than
last time. ii

* Forces, Displacements:
- a little high, but not uncomfortable harmony o.k.

. Special Control Techniques:
- had to monitor more after stopping over a point than

the last time as to whether I was going to stay there or not.

TASK PERFORWANCE/WORKLOAD:
I

* X-Y-Z: - desired performance required moderate to considerable pilot
compensation.

* Landing:

"TURBULENCE EFFECTS:- larger in this airplane than the last one.

GENERAL:
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CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

6/2/2.5 .15/.75/A 4/- 212F Gnd Ref. Task

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

a Translation: - one of those airplanes that you get started but then it
wants to stop - takes increasing effort to keep it going
-predictability was pretty good.

* Attitude: -

* Height: - No problem.

9 Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - Gross maneuvering was the most
problem - had to modulate input to keep the translation
going - not dangerous, just have to work a little harder -
hover fairly easy, no trouble stopping on a point and
hnlding position.

F Forces, Displacements:
- comfortable initially but then too high in trying to keep

a translation going - harmony o.k.

* Special Control Techniques. - none.

T.XSK PERFOMANCE /WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: - got desired performances - workload high from having to
modulate input to keep response going - aircraft was
predictable.

* Landing:

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: - some effect but not a whole lot.

GENERAL:
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CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

9/3/2.5 .15/.75/A 5/- 212G Gnd. Ref. Task

RESPOWSE TO CONTROL:

a Translation: - not too bad - some difficulty because attitude didn't
settle down right away - impression that airplane
wanted to drift.

* Attitude: - predictability wasn't bad - some dancing around in
attitude - degraded ability to know exactly where I
was going to go.

* Height: no problem.

o Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - gross maneuvering, same problem as
previous case - things would start going then had to
put in increasing force to keep it going - that was undesirable
- hover, was able to hold ptetty well but had to monitor a bit
more because of impression that it wanted to drift.

a F'orces, Displacements:
Little bit lighter than previous configuration - bit more
comfortable but forces build-up as you translate over the
ground.

* Special Control Techniques: - none in particular except paying more
attention.

TASK PERFORIANCE/$VORKLOAD:

• X-Y-Z: - adequate bordering on desired performance - required
considerable pilot compensation.

* Landing:

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:- don't know whether drifting around was due to turbulence
or the airplane.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77 318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

8/2/3 .15/.7S/A 4.5/4 213A

-- - - , . ,

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

e Translation: -not too bad but tended to drift when stopped over target.
- worked reasonably hard in hover - not sure why.

* Attitude: predictable but abrupt.

* Height: - clearly not a problem.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - predictability getting started o.k.
-problem in stopping.

* Forces, Displacements:
- didn't notice displacements, forces seemed high in

gross maneuvers - initial and final both high, harmony O.K..

e Special Control Techniques:
- better to not try to stop aggressively - tried to slip

it into the groove.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

0 X-Y-Z: - adequate bordering on desired performance - workload
fairly considerable.

* Landing: - once set up in hover, could hold hover and get desired
performance for landing - moderate pilot compensation.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:- couldn't really tell - didn't seem to be any natural
turbulence.

GENERAL: during first several minutes, sun reflections made HUD
hard to see.
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/AT T VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

5/2.5/3 .15/.75/A 7/4 213B

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: - sluggish - large forces to get started and large forces
to keep going - tended to overcontrol on corrections.

* Attitude: - initial response sluggish - felt like airplane stuck
in glue.

o Height: - no problem at all.

o Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
- problems are primarily in gross maneuvering - once in

hover it seemed o.k., turbulence didn't make much
difference.

* Forces, Displacements:
- hovering with sideslip to avoid HUD reflections - right

forces higher than left - roll felt higher than pitch
- both were large - uncomfortable.

o Special Control Techniques: - had to get right on top of corrections.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: - adequate performance in X-Y but no better - workload
large - workload bit higher in Y-Z.

o Landing: - desired performance with moderate pilot compensation.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:- not noticeable - felt like it was in molasses.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL. SYSTEM 'PILOT RATING
'VERT FLT._____NO.__

LONG/LAT VT_ X-Y-ZT NFLT. NO. GENERAL

9/3/3 .1S/.75/A 4.5/4 213C

RES.'ONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: - could get things started, get reasonable rate going -
probltýms with overcontrolling corrections when I got
into target.

* Attitude: -predictability pretty good.

* Hleight: - easy - no problem.

a Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: _ gross maneuvering went fairly
predictably - onl)y problems were corrections at end-
reasonably predictable for hover.

o Forces, Displacements:
- forces were comfortable - displacements good - harmony

o.k.

o Special Control Techniques: - didn't use any in particular.

TAS.K PF.RFORMtANCE/IWORKLOAD:

e X-Y-Z: - adequate performance bordering on desired - workload was
considerable.

* Landing: desired performance but had to work moderately hard.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318.-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

ILONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

13/2.5/2.5 .15/.75/A 3/- 213E Gnd Ref. Task

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: - good control.

a Attitude: - predictability real good.

* Height: - no problem.

0 Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
gross maneuvering, no trouble translating, could stop
where I wanted to with no skidding no undesirable motions.

* Forces, Displacements:
- felt comfortable - harmony o.k.

a Special Control Techniques: - no special techniques.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: - adequate performance, minimal pilot compensation comfortable.

* Landing:

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

5/1.5/2.5 .15/.75/A 7/4 214A Gnd Ref. Task

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: - lag on initial response - had to increase force to keep
going, particularly in lateral.

* Attitude: - initially soft - tendency to oscillate after step input.

* Height: - no problem.

o Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - tendency to oscillate, especially
in roll - at one point had full lateral control and
airplane seemed to roll in wrong direction.

e Forces, Displacements: - large especially to hold a steady translational
rate.

o Special Control Techniques: - Once you get a rate going, increase
control to keep it going.

TASK PERFORMANCZ/WOPKLOAD:

•X-Y-Z: -adequate performance not attainable with extensive pilot
maneuvering compensation.

SLanding: desired performance, moderate compensation hover.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL: ,
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

13/4/2.5 .15/.75/A 5/4½ 214B Gnd Ref. Task

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

e Translation: - predictability felt better - bit slow getting going - j

tended to overshoot in stopping.

e Attitude: predictability not bad - bit slow in initial response -
didn't do all the wiggles like the last one - noticed
washout after input - not as noticeable as last one.

, Height: easy, no problem

9 Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - problems at tail end of gross
acquisition trying to stop or point - also more work
in hover because it is more susceptable to turbulence,

e Forces, Displacements: - still somewhat high - not as bad as last time
- lot more comfortable - harmony O.K.

* Special Control Techniques: - had to spend more time with small corrections.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

X-Y-Z: " - performance adequate = had to work moderately hard to get
adequate performance.

* Landing: - moderate bordering on desired - not as good as lazt one, !
workload clearly higher.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL:
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NADC-77 318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT E X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

12/2/2.5 .15/.75/A 4/3 214C Gnd Ref. Task

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

a Trawislation: - could get it going and could stop it when I wanted to.

* Attitude: predictability good - a little abrupt - could get what
I wanted and it would stay in there - washout not very
noticeable - it was acceptable.

* Height: good control.

e Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: felt pretty good in precision and 4
gross maneuvers - easy to hold hover - aircraft had
tendency to respond to turbulence a bit more than expected.

e Forces, Displacements: - pretty comfortable - harmony o.k,

e Special Control Techniques: - I was a little bit careful with initial
inputs to avoid abrupt response.

TASK PERFORP'IANCE/WOR KLOAD:

0 X-Y-Z: - got desired performance - didn't have to work all that
hard for it - abruptness is annoying and causes concern.

* Landing: - abruptness less noticeable - desired performance with
minimal pilet compensation.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL: - abruptness was a little noticeable, a little worrisome.

i16
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT 'VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

8/1.5/2.5 .15/.75/A 2/2 214H Gnd. Ref. Task

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: response was good - bit of a washout at the end, not
bothersome.

* Attitude: - attitude response predictability was good.

* Height: - control was good.

* Prezision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - both good.

* Forces, Displacemonts: - comfortable, initial and final.

I Special Control Techniques: - none - felt very comfortable with airplane.

TASK PERFORMANCE/IVORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: - adequate performance definitely attainable with tolerable
pilot workload in maneuvering and hovering.

•Lan~ding: [

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: - not very strong.

i • ~GENERAL: ;
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CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING -'

LONG/AT 'VERT X-Y-Z TRk/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

4.5/2/3 .15/.75/A 4/4 215D

RESPONSE TO CONTROL: I
a Translation: - predictable - slight tendency to skid when stopping or

in hover.

* Attitude: - predictability pretty reasonable.

* Height: - no problem.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - looseness in positioning accuracy
at tail end of gross acquisition and in hover.

* Forces, Displacements: - forces a little high - didn't notice
displacements.

Special Control Techniques: - try not to be too aggressive - tendency
to overcontrol of aggressive.

TASK PERFORMANC;E/WORKLOAD:

SX-Y-Z: desired performance with moderate compensation.

* LandingL - wasn't any better than tracking task due to tendency to
skid a little bit.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:.- weren't all that noticeable - maybe was causing wander
and drift from position.

GENERAL:
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CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-1-Z TRK/LNDG. FLT. NO. GENERAL

1. 3/2. S/_3 .15/.75/A 4/3 215E

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: - could get things going - got pretty good feel for
closure rate - could stop it on a dime.

6 Attitude: - predictability pretty good - jumpy though, very abrupt.

0 Height: - pretty good. problem.

# Precision vs. '2ross MIaneuvering: - preP good both in gross maneuvering
and hover but som, ,:;ndency to overcontrol occasionally.

4 Forces, Displacements: - Zelt comfo', able but (control) sensitivity
worked against you a little bit.

e Special Control Techniques: - watch the zize of corrections to prevent
overcontrol.

TAS KI'L [R1Ul31/RLAD:i
I

A X-Y-Z: dosir c performance with moderate compensation - degrading
item w-4 watching size of inputs.

* L,•nidizig: -oeasier (than X-Y-Z tracking) because control inputs

required are qmnaller.

TUjRkUL ,134 EFFECTS: not really noticeable.

GEN•RAL: abruptI)ts was uude.-.rab.e.

II.6
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATINGJ

LOGA 'VERT X-Y-Z TRK, LNDG FLT. NO. GENERALt

6/3/2 .15/.7/ 8/8 26

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:-

*Translation: - response very sluggish.

Attitude: -response predictability very poor, very sluggish.

e Prcison v. GossManeuvering: -couldn't get things started, then got more
thnIwanted, couldn't get it to stop.

*Forces, Displacements: -displacements required were so large the
forces tended to build up - harmony O.K.

e Special Control Techniques: -really had to anticipate.

TASK PERFORlý1ANCE/IVORKLOAD:

0 X-Y-Z: - could not get adequate performance with tolerable pilot
workload.

@ Landing: - troubling holding hover.

7URBULI3NCE i3FFECTS:- ma'.ked by air':raft problems.

GiENBiAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

6/1.5/3 .15/.75/A 4.5/3 216B

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

e Translation: - could get things going when I wanted to - little bit of
trouble stopping in target area.

* Attitude: - quite predictable - thought there was a little abruptness,
think was in the control; airplane felt fairly smooth.

e Height: no problem.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - problems at tail end of gross maneuvers,
trying to stop in box - o zasionally, couldn t correct hover
errors, may have been because of wind changes.

e Forces, Displacements: - comfortable in both eorce and displacement -
harmony o.k.

@ Special Control Techniques: - none in particular.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: - got desired performance most of time - occasionally had problems
finding pitch attitude to try to get me to move.

* Landing: - got desired performance with reasonable workload.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: - felt like a significant amount of ambient turbulence.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77 318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z. TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

6/1.5/2 .15/.75/A 5/4 216D Syn. turb. - 0

RESPONSE TO C014TROL:

* Translation: could get things started and stopped in lateral - more
difficulty in longitudinal, maybe due to changing winds.,

a Attitude: initial response predictable, final response unpredictable,
went to different values - trouble finding pitch attitude,
to hold position in varying winds.

o Height: - no problem.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: problems in tail end of gros'

acquisition. Undesirable uncommand pitch attitudcoi didn't 1
feel connected in pitch attitude.

a Forces, Displacements: fairly comfortable, weren't noticeable.

o Special Control Techniques: - nothing wo7k,'d for problem in pitch.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: - adequate performance only with conidd'ru-ble workload.

o Landing: - desired pe formann'e with considarable compe'.riaticn.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: - noticeable but not obvioul, what i.t wus doi:g.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318- 6 0

CONTROL SYSTr_• PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

6/2/2 "15/.75/A 5/4 217A

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: - sluggish getting started, hard to stop aggressively
on target.

a Attitude: - predictability not great - tended to be sluggish -

drifted a little after inputs.

* Height: - good - no problems.

• Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - biggest problem, getting aggressively
into the target and stopping after a translation.

a Forces, Displacements: - comfortable in pitch and roll - harmony O.K.

o Special ýorWtrol Techniqi~es: - because of sluggish attitude, wanted to
anticipate - extra attention degraded X-Y performance.

TASK PERFO11MANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: - adoquato bordering on de3ired - performance attainable
with t:.erable pilot workload.

* Landing: - not sriticvfactory without improvement, desired performance
r.equirod moderate compensation.

TURBULENCE E1FFPCTS: - no comment.
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

6/1.5/3 .15/.75/A 3/2 217 B

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: - predictability good - could start and stop the way I
wanted to.

a Attitude: - tended to be abrupt, jerky - the only thing I didn't
like about airplane.

* Height: - good.

s Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - no difference.

* Forces, Displacements: - comfortable - harmony good.

* Special Control Techniques: - not needed.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

0 X-Y-Z: - adequate performance, tolerahle workload. Only
deficiency is jerkineos - worried me to put in large inputs.

* Landing: - large inputs not required so abruptaoss no problem.

1URBULENCE LiFFECTS: no comment.

GENERAL:
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NADC-,77318-60

coi;XOL SYSiE~rM PILOT RATING

LONG/TAT "VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LIDG FL.NC. GENEIRAL -

9/3/2.5 15h/75/A 5/4 217 C Syn. tuib. 0

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

Translation: - Occasionally got bigger rates thmn cxpected - startedpretty well - trou~ble predicting steady state and
stopping.

a Attitude: - response a little soft (sluggish)

0 Height: - O.K.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - biggest problenek) with large
corrections - hover noc too bad.

* Forces, Displacements: - harmony O.K.

-9 Special Control Techniquei: - trlied not to approach pad with excessive
(translational) rate.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: - adequate performan:c - required fair ainoluit of pilot
comnpensation

* Landing: clearly easier -, got desired performance with moderate
compensation.

TURBULENCE EFFECT3: - tended to drift a little but - maybe due to extArnal
(real) turbulence.

GENERAL:
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NADC- ,77318-60

CONTROL sYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

6/2/3 .15/.75/A 4/3 217D

I,RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

o Translation: - pretty good - initially had trouble figuring out attitudeto hold against wind.

a Attitude: response predictability pretty good.

* Height: - no problem.

o Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:

o Forces, Displacements: - good harmony O.K.

* Specia'. Control Techniques: - none in particular.

TASK PERFORMANCE/1VORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: - got desirud performance, moderate compensation.

. Landing: ,- predictable - desired performance.

TURBULENCE E-F,,CTS: - aircraft danced around attributed to turbulence.

"GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM.M PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

8/1.S/2.5 .15/.75/A 4/3 218E

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

I -- Translation: - could get predictable rate and stop fairly predictably.

a Attitude: - predictable, abrupt, feeling of jiggling in the final
response.

e Height: -good.

e Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - both good - abruptness of attitude

response made me shy about aggressive corrections.

o Forces, Displacements: - comfortable, harmony good.

* Special Control Techniques: none.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:'ii

, X-Y-Z: - got desired performance - workload no more than moderate
- had to watch inputs because of attitude abruptness.

* Landing: satisfactory without improvement.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: - no comment.

GENERAL: - because of abruptness, it is not satisfactory without

improvement.
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT 'VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

6/2/2.5 .15/.75/A 4.5/2 218F Syn. turb. 0

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

a Translation: - bit of a lag starting things off - biggest problem was
stopping - got better toward the end(of the evaluation).

• Attitude: - predictable but came on rather softly. II
@ Height: - no problem.

I

e Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: gorss maneuvering was problem -

once stopped it was steady as a rock.

a Forces, Displacements: - comfortable - harmony was good. j
@ Special Control Techniques: - did not keep translational rate all

the way to the tune that I wanted to stop.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD: I
* X-ý-Z: - desirable but occasionally just adequate - tolerable

pilot workload.

* Landing: - quite easy - compensation small. I
TURBULENCE EFFECTS: - no effect of turbulence.

i

GENERAL: - performance/workload improved during the evaluation.
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO.. GENERAL
5/1.5/2.5 .15/.75/A 3 (hover only) 2l8G Ground referenced

__maneuvering

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

0 Translation: - could initiate and stop predictably - didn't like rate
for the input - was really low.

e Attitude: - initial response O.K. - afterwards attitude moved
without input for about 3 seconds.

* Height: - good, no problem.

e Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - starting, stopping no problem,
could hold position easily - bit of drift, easily
corrected.

a Forces, Displacements: - comfortable except for steady translation
- had to hold large forces.

@ Special Control Techniques: - none in particular.

TASK PERFORM'ANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z:

e Landing:

TURBULYNCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LT$ VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

6/1.5/2 .15/.75/A 5/5 218H

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: - predictability reasonably good - problems were stopping
and the hover.

I
Attitude: - initial response predictability reasonable - did some

things afterward in translation and hover, maybe
turbuleonce.

* Height: - no problem.

e Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - problems were in tail end of gross
acquisition and in hover.

e Forces, Displacements: - fairly comfortable - may have been some tendency
to have to modulate steady state and initial forces for
translation. Harmony O.K.

@ Special Control Techniques: - none in particular.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: - adequate at best. - aircraft tended to drift, dance
around.

e Landing: -adequate performance - had to work reasonably hv--(l
to maintain position in hover.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: - significant - caused me to dance around.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

5/.5/2.5 1 A5/4 219A Pitch and roll
5/1.5/2.5 _15/.75/A authority limited

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: - could get reasonable rate going, but required additional
input to maintain.

o Attitude: - good initially, predictable, but danced when trying to
stabilize.

* Height: - no problem.

* Precision vs. G'oss Maneuvering: - starting O.K., stopping not
predictable.

* Forces, Displacements: - comfortable but more input required to keep
response going.

* Special Control Techniq\1es: - none that worked.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

1 X-Y-Z, - no bettor than adequate performance, workload pretty
high.

e Landing: - got desired performance, hat; to work pretty hard at it.

"PJRBULENCE EFFECTS:- noticeable, wind direction and intensity is varying.

GENERAL: - thought aircraft went open loop at one point, large
"unconunanded roll excursions.
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL
Ptch and roll9/3/2.5 .15/.75/A 7/6 219B -;Athority limited

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

a Translatir i: - had tiouble initLating - tended to get too much -

large inputs required to stop.

S Attitude: - initial response .s;luggish - then got uncommanded pitch
and roll.

* Height: - no problem.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - primary problem in gross maneuvering.

e Forces, Displacements: - comfortable but at times, no response to
inputs, had to use large inputs - harmony felt like
less responsive in roll than pitch.

* Special Control Techniques: - couldn't find any that worked very well.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

a X-Y-Z: - performance bordered on adequate, workload pretty

darn high.

* Landing: - adequate performance, had to work to prevent large
errors.

ThRBULENCE EFFECTS: - definitely there - aircraft moved around a fair bit

quite a bit of drift.
(Objectioalable featiWres: - urlcoruntfndcd pitch and roll).

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

12/2/2.5 .15/.75/A 4/3 219C PthadrlPitch and roll

-. .authority limited

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: - predictability good.

* Attitude: - always knew what airplane was going to do, predictability
good.

* Height: - no problem.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: - both equally easy, could get good rate
going and stop aggressively, could hover pretty well.

* Forces, Displacements: - forces, displacements comfortable harmony good.

e Special Control Techniques: - didn't need any with this airplane.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: - had to work hard due to ambient turbulence.

* Landing: - finding attitude to hover in wind only real problem.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: - felt gustiness in aircraft. Winds variable, getting
side velocities every so often.

- predictable, comfortable overall.
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT 'VERT 'X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG !LT. NO. GENERAL
Pitch and roll

6/1.5/3 .15/.75/A 10/10 219D authority limited

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Uncontrollable.

• Attitude:

* Height:

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:

9 Forces, Displacements:

* Special Control Techniques:

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z:

* Landing:

.9i TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL:

I1
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

9/i.5/2 .15/.75/A 4.5/4 220A

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation: Got things going pretty well the way I wanted to, trouble

stopping on target, tendency to drift out of position.

* Attitude: Predictability pretty good, little bit abrupt, felt there

was some bleeding off.

* Height: No problem.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Problems primarily at end of gross
acquisition and in hover.

e Forces, Displacements: Comfortable, both axes - no difference initial

versus final.

K * Special Control Techniques: None.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Adequate performance, bordering on desired - workload between
moderate and considerable.

* Landing: No trouble holding in box - little bit easier (than X-Y-Ztracking).

IURBULENCE EFFECTS: Weren't very noticeable.

GENERAL: f
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z ThK/LNDC FLT. NO. GENERAL

4/1.5/3 .15/.75/A 6/4 220B

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

e Translation: Wasn't getting the rate for the closure needed.

o Attitude: Felt soft at first, little bit laggy - as evaluation pro-
ceeded, bothered me less and less - might have been con-
trast between first and second configuration.

e Height: Good.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering: Primary problems in gross acquisition -

Trouble predicting steady rates - stopping on taroct n.
worse than first configuration.

a Forces, Displacements: Displacements large - forces, isrgt initial,

final larger.

e Special Control Techniques: None.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Got desired good part of the time, few times only adequate, then
workload got pretty high - adequnte performance required
extemsove compensation.

0 Landing: Significantly easier (than X-Y-Z tracking).

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Noticeable, airplane dancing around.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

SLONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

.15/.75/A 3/3 220C Syn. turb. 0

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation:
Initial lag but not too bad - no trouble setting up rate - could

stop it pretty well.

a Attitude:

Initial a little bit sluggish, liked it general, attitude bled off
in steady state.

* Height:

No problem.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:

Not a whole lot of difference - slight tendency to drift from
target - could do pretty good job of stopping it and holding it

in hover.

e Forces, Displacements:

Comfortable, both direLcions, initial and final.

* Special Control Tehniques:

None.

TASK PERFORMANCE/IVORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z:
Got desired performance, workluad no more than uoderate - satis-
factory without improvement.

e Landing:
Desired performance, didn't have to work too hard.

TiJRBULENCE EFFECTS:

Not noticeable.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILUT RATING
LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

9/2/2 .15/.75/A 5.5/4 220D

RESPONSE TO CON1TROL:

e Translation:

Not too bad - at times, response didn't seem to correspond to
inputs - not sure if.due to turbulence.

* Attitude:

Predictability not so great - at times didntt feel tied into the
airplane.

o Height:
Good.

$ Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:

At times, felt I couldn't modulate my steady state translation,
especially for larger inputs - hover, airplane tended to move
around without inputs.

o Forces, Displacements:

Not objectionable - at times, when translating quickly, forces
and displacements got up - in general, didn't seem too bad -

harmony all right.

o Special Control Techniques:
Keep the stick moving.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

0 X-Y-Z:
No better than adequate perfoixance - workload pretty high because
of stick activity, primarily because airplane moved around without
inputs.

e Landing:
Got desired performance but had to worV pretty hard because of
tendency to bounce around - didn't seem like turbulence -

think it was a combination of airplane and turbulence.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

Couldn't really pull them out separately - think it was a combina-
GENERAL: tion of airplane and turbulence.
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL
Limited pitch

5/1.5/2.5 1.15/.75/A S/4 221A control authority

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

Translation:
Fairly good for gross acquisition - could get rate started pretty
well but had trouble stopping it - tendency to slide around a
bit - gave me some trouble in hover.

e Attitude:
Predictability reasonably good - tendency to bleed off but it
didn't bother me.

* Height:
Good.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:

Problems were primarily in tail end of gross acquisition and in the
hover if errors built up - at times had trouble gettin.' correction
going.

a Forces, Displacements:

Reasonable most of time - at times, thought lateral forces got a
little bit high - may have been some disharmony.

e Special Control Techniques:
None in particular - tried to slow down rate of closure in close.

TASK PERFORMANCE/IVORKLOAD:

X-Y-Z: Desired performance a good part of the time - at times only
adequate and had to work reasonably hard - distraction of altitude
(control) occasionally led to bigger build-ups in X-Y.

•Landing:

Once in the box, was able to hold it if errors kept small - no
trouble, got desired performance with relatively little workload.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Not really no-ziceable.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL•!i, ' 'Limited pi-ich

9/3/2.5 .15/.75/A 8/6 221B control autl. "rity

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

*Translation:

Predictability really poor - trouble initiating - sometimes dead
stopped with an input in - sometimes couldn't change direction.

* Attitude:

Predictability little bit soft - wasn't all that bad.

* Height:
Held altitude all right - sometimes had trouble getting a vertical
rate started - Zor the first time had predictability problems with
vertical rate.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
Had trouble with both but gross acquisition was worst - tended to
overcontrol at tail end, had trouble maintaining position in hover.

a Forces, Displacements:
Both large particularly at certain times depending on where I was,
what I was trying to do.

* Special Control Techniques:

Nothing really worked.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Adequate performance was not attainable with tolerable workload -
at times, controllability in question.

e Landing:

Adequate performance with tolerable pilot workload, required exten-
sive pilot compensation.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:
Didn't really notice.

GENERAL.
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

Limited pitch

12/2/2.5 .15/.75/A 10/-- 221C control authority

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

a Translation:
Pretty good - could get things started - had some trouble stopping.

a Attitud6:
Funny airplane - initially thought it was pretty good - some problem

with slipping and sliding - attitude response predictable most of

the time except at end.
e Height:

O.K. this time.

9 Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
Problems were making small corrections - tended to drift in and out -

don't think it was the turbulence, it was the airplane and me -

felt a little abrupt on inputs.

9 Forces, Displacements:
Comfortable most of the time - harmony was O.K..

Special Control Techniques:
Clue was not to get too aggressive, otherwise you aggravated the

sliding around.
TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

e X-Y-Z: Got desirid performance most of the time - had to work pretty

hard at it - other times only got adequate performance when sliding

around.

* Landing:
Never got to it.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

Not really iLoticeable.

GENERAL:

S.P. comment "at the end we were pitched back and E.P. put in full

"I• ...... control forward and we got nothing." Because of this, aircraft

not controllable.
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL
Limited pitch

6/1.5/3 .15/.75/A 8/5 221D control authority

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

e Translation:
Changed throughout the flight - maybe a shift in winds - at
times could start and stop reasonably well, other times, couldn't
make it go.

o Attitude:

Reasonably predictable most oý the time - one time, put in input,
nothing happened, put in bigger inputs and airplane did something
quite uncomfortable.

* Height:
O.K.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
When I felt connected gross acquisition was reasonably good - a
few times, didn't feel connected to the airplane - biggest problem
backing up.

Forces, Displacements:
When things O.K. they were reasonable - other times, couldn't
make airplane go anywhere - forces and displacements really went up.

* Special Control Techniques:

None in particular.

TASK PERFO•L•ANCE /WOR KLOAD:

0 X-Y-Z: When I felt connected could do reasonably good job, bordering

on desired performance - at times, controllability in question.

* Landing:

With only small corrections to make could get adequate performance.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

Not all that noticeable - noticed external turbulence when I
turned to get more into the wind.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

=LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

5/2.5/2.5 .15/.75/A 5/5 222A LAMPS pilot

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation:
•'• Slow but controllable -- slow rate prevented fine tuning andadjustments - had to lead control system quite a bit.

a Attitude:
Not uncomfortable - took a long time to get the motion started,
and a long time to arrest.

i Height:
Absolutely no problem.

9 Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
Gross maneuvering kind of poor, not disturbed by turbulence - not
very responsive - long time to get anywhere - holding it requires( " concentration.

Forces, Displacements:
Not objectionable - displacements not large, were pretty harmonious
for gross and precision maneuvering.

e Special Control Techniques:

Really had to lead the system.

TASK PERFORANCIE/$VRKLOAD•

o X-Y-Z: Workload not that hard - system slow to respond so workload very
low. You're not going to take large attitudes aboard the back ofa ship - you do everything in small increments,

a Landing:

Landed in a skid several times, not good.

TTURBULENCE EFFECTS:

Couldn't see the turbulence - no seat of the pants cue. 4

GENERAL:
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NADC -77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

5/1.5/2.5 .15/.75/A 6/6 222B LAMPS pilot

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation:

Disharmony between roll and pitch - in roll, could get nice
translation with reasonable attitude change - controllable and
felt good - in pitch, took excessive attitude, too little trans-
lption for the attitude.

* Attitude:

e Height:
No pioblem.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:

Not significantly different because of the disharmony.

* Forces, Displacements:
Absolutely no problem - initial vs. final characteristics the same
in gross maneuvering or in tine tuning to stay over the pad, you
still had this large disharmony.,

* Special Control Techniques: I
Didn't have to lead as much as the last one although you did have to
lead it a bit - had to work a lot harder in pitch.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Didn't like using that much pitch attitude to make small tracking
adjustments especially in the center of the pad.

* Landing:
Vertical control no problem - all the tasks wers controlled by how
much pitch you had to use to maintain longitudinal position.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL:

Good features, roll, lateral translation - uojectionable, longitud-
inal, pitch.
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NADC-77318- 6 0

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. 140. GENERAL ,

9/2.5/2.5 .15/.75/A 7/7 222C LAMPS pilot

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

o Translation:
Translation slow, required pilot to lead his inputs quite a bit.

Attitude*
Required excessive pitch and roll for translation, pitch and roll
both bad.

e Height:
Little bit slower than before but still no Froblem.

e Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
No such thi-.ig as precision maneuvering with this system -- ll
gross maneuvering, pilot really had to lead his inputs.

a Forces, Displacements:

Forces and displacements no problem - problem was the attitudes
required.

o Special Control Techniques:

A lot of lead required.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

0 X-Y-Z: Reluctant to put in those kinds of pitch and roll attitudes at

the back of a ship.

aLanding:

If you could get near the center of the box, the vertical landing
was no problem - tracking over the center of the landing area
definitely a problem.

PJRBULENCE EFFECTS:

Things were jumping around a little bit more than before.

GENERAL:
Objectionable features - excessive pitch and roll attitudes to
get an inadequate amount of translation.
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

6/1.5/2.5 15/.75/A 2/2 223A LAMPS pilot

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation:
Attitude/translation relationship was very good both in lateral andii• longitudinal.

a Attitude:

Attitudes were reasonable.

• Height:
No problem.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
Relatively easy to establish an attitude and rate of translation -

Pilot could discern his rate and halt the rate quite predictably.

e Forces, Displacements:
No problem, nice harmony between pitch and roll -- nice snappy input
in both pitch and roll, pitch a little bit slower - no real problem.

* Special Control Techniques:

None.

TASK PERFORMANCE/ WORKLOAD:

•X-Y-Z: X-Y- Y-Z no problem.

* Landing:

No problem.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

Little bit of turbulence.

GENERAL:
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NADC-77318-60

CONTh•OL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LOGLAT _'VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

8/2/2.5 l.ZS/.7S/A 5/S 223B LAtPS pilot

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

6 Translation:

Precision translation - big problem - forces very light, weight
of hand drives you in one direction or another - no discernable
neutral position.

• Attitude:

No particular problem - didn't bother me at all.

* Height:

No problem.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:

Harmony in pitch and roll no problem reasonable in translational
rates and attitudes generated.

e Forces, Displacenwents:
Forces very light.

* Special Control Techniques:
None - just had to be careful finding neutral point for cyclic.

TASK PERFORMANCE/1VORKLOAD:

a X-Y-Z:

* La.ding:

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

Didn't notice on this one.
GENERAL:

Pilot rating wostly because of control forces.
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NADC-77318-60

CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

4.5/2/2.5 .151.75/A 7/7 223C LAIPS pilot

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

• Translation:

a Attitude:

o Height:

No problem.

9 Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
Gross difference between the two - could start O.K. but predicting
when to input opposite control to stop was realiy a problem.

* Forces, Displacements:
Forces much higher - still no real centering cue - Forces too
high for vehicle - harmony O.K., both bad.

a Special Control Techniques:
Had to learn how far in advance cf intended point to put in opposite
control - never did get that down very well.TASK PERFORMANCE/W1ORKLOAD:

e X-Y-Z: Same problem X-Y and Y-Z - trying to figure out when to input
opposite control to stabilize without overshooting.

Landing:
Vertical portion no problem - only problem was maintaining X-Y
position over pad.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

Not susceptible to turbulence.
GENERAL:

Good features very stable, immune to turbulence. Objectionable
feature - time lag between input and response.
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NADC-77318-60

CONTR•OL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LOG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

4.5/2/2.5 .15/.75/A 6/6 224A Second pilot

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation:
Predictability was fair - a little bit of sliding - X took more
force than Y.

* AttitWde:
Could see motions but they weren't bothersome.

* Height: Excellent.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
Both fair - difficult to keep position exactly where I wanted it.

a For,'s, Displacements:
Felt disharmony in X, Y - heavier forces in X - initial and f 4 nal
forces were harmonious.

* Special Control Techniques:
llad to slow down before I got to the pad - had to use quite a bit
of lead into positioning.

TASK PERFORMANCE/$VORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Performance and workload moderate - tracking in X-Y fair, most of

problem in X - tracking Y-Z a 3-D task, most of effort in controlling
X - excellent Z-axis made it tolerable,

e Landing: Fair - couple of times had to stop to reposition.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Really moderate

GENERAL: Good feature, Z axis - bad feature, controlling X.
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NADC-77318-60

CONT0ROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

1,ONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

6/1.5/2.5 .15/.75/A 4/3 224B Second pilot

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translition:
Predictability about the same as before, had to use some lead but
initial response was much better.

e Attitude:

A little snappier but no problem

* Height: Excellent.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
Precision easier than gross because of Faster initial response.

a Forces, Displacements:
O.K. - still feeling a little more force in X than Y, X-Y harmony
may be a little off.

* Spncial Control Techniques:
Had to slow down before I got to the box, then ease into it
because predictability not too good.

TASK PERFORtANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Workload moderate, not too bad - worse in YZ because that's a
three-dimensional task.

a Landing:

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

Noticeable but not as bad as before.
GENERAL:

Good featules, Z axis and initial quick response - bad featrres,
lack of good pr.•dictability.
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NADC-77318-60

SCONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

K LONG/1AT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

16.5/2.5/2.5 lS/.75/A 7/7 224C Second pilot

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

@ Translation:

Predictability quite poor - hard to get started, very hard to stop -

took pretty good forces and motions to get a translation going
and then stopping was a problem.

* Attitude:
Not objectionable.

* Height:
Excellent.

0 Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
Precision worse - if you ever got in box, it was just passing through -

with no inputs, it stayed fairly stable, if you tried to move, pre-
dictability was bad.

* Forces, Displacements:
Seemed like more than normal forces and displacements - initial vs.
final about the same,harmony O.K. - too much force in both directions.

* Special Control Techniques:
Tried to put in as much lead as I could, was unsucce3s.2ul most of
time.

TASK PERFORMANCE/W1ORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Workload in X-Y and Y-Z was high and unacceptable performance.

a Landing: Got only one successful landing - was unable to control X-Y.

TURBULENCE EFFEGTS:

Having so much trouble with the other stuff I didn't notice.

GENERAL:

Good feature, Z-axis - bad features, poor predictability and
difficulty starting and stopping.
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uONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z 'MK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

6/2/2.5 .15/.75/A 3/3 225A Second pilot

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation:
Good, predictable.

6 Attitude:
Good, no abruptness - noticed pit n attitude more than roll,
nothing bad.

e Height:
Excellent.

9 Precision vs. Gross Maneu, *ring:
Both good.

Forces, Di %-Lacements:
P .ýc good - initial and final the same - haimony good - felt
Like I was backingup most of the time - must be a trim problem

I've got.

e Special Control Techniques:
Had .to use very little lead to get the performance I wanted.

TASK PERFOR'ANCE/1VORKLOAD:

e X-Y-Z: Minimal workload in all tasks, X-Y, Y-Z and landing.

* Landing:

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

They were there but controllable.

GENERAL:

Good features, Z axis and predictability - no objectionable
featuees.
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CONTROL SYSTEM T PILOT RATINGf _ _ I _ _ _ 4 . .

LONG/LAT VERT j X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT NO. GENERAL

3.S/1.S/2.5 .15/.75/A 4/4 225B Second pilot

RESPONSE TO w..utwROL:

* Trauislation:

Predictability good - slow response required excessive motions and
forces to get it started.

, Attitude: Good.

* Height: Good.

9 Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:Precision maneuvnring was good once I realize(' I had to mov* the

stick so for.

e Forces, Displacements:
Large displacements to get response - initial and £5,nal about
the same - harmony looked good,

e Special Control Techniques:
Once I got used to big displacements, didn't have much trouble with
predictability

TASK PERFORANCE/WORKLOAD:

0 X-Y-Z:

e Landing:

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

Not that much of a problem.

GENERAL:

Good features, predictability and Z-axis - objectionable feature,
large displacements.
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SCONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/TAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

8/1.5/2.5 .15/.75/A 4/4 225D Second pilot

RESPONSE TO CON1TROL:

* Translation:
Predictability fair, little abrupt.

a Attitude: Abrupt attitude chains - didn't bother me too much.

, Height: Good.

"* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:

About the same - had to work hard but could do the job.

* Forces, Displacements:
No problem, normal - initial vs. final the same - harmony all

a Special Control Techniques:

Didn't have to lead all that much but worked pretty hard to get
job done.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WOR KLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Workload moderate with X-Y, Y-Z and landing.

,1
* Landing:

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

Seemed to have bigger effect - could feel it considerably.

GENERAL:

Good feature, Z-axis - bad feature, little bit unpredictable.
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CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATINGSLONG/LAT - *VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

9/2.5/2.5 .15/.75/A 5/4 225C Second pilot

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

e Translation:
Predictability much worse in X than Y - didn't notice any abruptness
but saw some pretty big attitude changes - think we had a slight
tailwind - had hard time with small motions in close.

* Attitude:

0 Height; Good.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
Precision X maneuvering was difficult, slow response - drifts off
in position.

• Forces, Displacements:
Had to use a lot of X-displacement, initial vs. final no problem.

* Special Control Techniques:
Had to lead tracking quite a bit.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z:

e Landing:

Oddly enough, landing task went much better.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Felt turbulence.

GENERAL:
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CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING _

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TR.K/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

4 .5/1.5/2.5 .ISI.75/A 7/7 226A Second piloJt

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation:
Predictability very poor - difficult to predict stopping.

l Attitude:
Attitude changes pretty large.

, Height: Very good.

• Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:

Both about the same - if you didn't have to move it was O.K. -

pretty poor predictability if you had to move it.

* Forces, Displacements:

Both quite large, initial and final - harmony equally bad.

9 Special Control Techniques:

Had to lead quite a bit, high forces made that difficult.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:I X-Y-Z: Workload high, X-Y, Y-Z tracking and landing.

Landing:

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Could notice it -- iost trouble with basic translation.

GENERAL:

Objectionable features, heavy forces and poor predictability.
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CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

12/2/2.5 .15/.75/A 5/4 226B Second pilot

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation:
Predictability not good, little abrupt, good initial attitude
response, translation was rather sluggish.

* Attitude:

9 Height: Good.

• Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:

Both the same - required lot of lead - required one box-worth
of lead on large translations.

0 Forces, Displacements:
Good, initial and final, harmony good.

9 Special Control Techniques:
1had to put in a lot of lead on translation.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Workload moderate in tracking X-Y and Y-Z.

* Landing: Landing task much easier but on a couple of landings, just
before touchdown had some drift and had to m -orrections; then
could see predictability was not good -no problem as long as you
don't have to move it.

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

GENERAL: Good features, Z and initial response, objectionable features
were the predictability and the initial response was just a
little bit too much.
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CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT 'VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

4.5/2/2.5 .15/.75/A 4/4 226C Second pilot

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation:
O.K., had to use a lot of force and displacements, predictability
fair.

. Attitude:
Could see pretty good attitude changes to do the jub I wanted, no
problem.

* Height: "xcellent.

a PRecision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
Predictability was fair.

* t Forces, Displacements:
Both large, initial and final the same, harmony good.

* Special Control Techniques:
Once I got on to using a lot of control input to get the response
I was able to lead adequately and do an adequate job.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:
X-Y-Z: Performance moderate in X-Y, Y-Z and landing because of large

displacements required.

• Landing:

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Didn't notice it too much.

GENERAL: Good feature, the Z-axis - objectionable features were the large
forces and displacements.
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CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT 'VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

13/4/2.5 .15/.75/A 7/7 226D Second pilot

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

4 Translation:

Predictability poor, abruptness was the problem - translation
extremely difficult to stop.

* Attitude:

I saw the attitudes, but they were not bad.

* Height: Good.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
Could not do the job in either.

* Forces, Displacements:
Seemed a little high to get the responses I wanted both initial
and final - harmony was good.

a Special Control Techniques: Tried flying it open loop, mechanically
putting in opposite control to stop - tried easing it in - nothing
worked - whenever I had to make precise positioning. just couldn't do it.

TASK PERFOPMANCE/IVORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Workload high in all tasks, X-Y, Y-Z and landing.

* Landing:

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Didn't notice.

GENERAL: X-Y was so difficult, had trouble controlling Z - single axis look
at Z was good.
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CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT .2-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

6/1.5/2.5 .15/.75/A 3/3 227A Second pilot

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

e Translation:
Predictability pretty good, abruptness not a problem - translation
was good.

* Attitude: Attitude seemed normal.

* Height: Height control was good.

9 Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
Both pretty easy to do.

o Forces, Displacements:
Forces and displacements looked good - no problem, initial or final
or harmony.

* F'ecial Control Techniques:
None in particular, had to lead slightly - nothing that made large
workload.

TASK PERFORMANCE/1VORKLOAD:

* X-Y-Z: Got adequate performance, minimal Filot compensation required
for desired performance.

e Landing:

'TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Could see it but it was easy to correct.

GENERAL:

iU 1 0
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CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING
LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

8/2/2.5 .151.75/A 5/5 227B Second pilot

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

Translation:
Predictability poor, took a lot of attitude motion, lot of stick
inputs to maintain a position - translation was good but stopping
it required significant lead.

e Attitude:

* Height: Good.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
Took an awful lot of lead, even in the precision work.

o Fcrces, Displacements:
Looi.ednormul, initial and final O.K., no problem with harmony.

• Special Control Techniques:
Had to work pretty hard on lead, workload was moderate in all
tracking tasks as well as landing.

TASK PERFORRtANCE/1VORKLOAD:

a X-Y-Z: Controllable, adequate performance required considerable pilot
compensation in X-Y, Y-Z, landing.

a Landing:

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Didn't see that too much - was working pretty hard just
to keep it in the center.

GENERAL: Good feature, Z axis - bad feature, poor predictability.
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CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

4.5/1.5/2.5 .15/.75/A 4/4 227C Second pilot

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

e Translation:
Predictability only fair - response a little abrupt, that's what
allowed me to do the job -, predictability not that good in
translation - had a hard time predicting where it was going to stop -
response quick enough that I was able to overcome that.

a Attitude:

* Height: Good.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
Same comments - it was the quick response that was helping me I felt.

l Forces, Displacements:
Had to use a lot of stick inputs but they weren't abnormal in size -
initial and final O.K. - harmony looked good.

a Special Control Techniques:
Just having to use lead.,

TASK PERFORMANCE/WVORKLOAD:

a X-Y-Z: Workload moderate in a.l tasks.

a Landing:

TURBULENCE EFFECTS:

Effect was there but I was able to control it with the quick
stick response.

GENERAL:
Good features, quickness of initial stick response, not translation
but attitude, Z-axis - bad feature, poor predictability.
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CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

6/1.5/2 .15/.7S/A 6/S 227D Second pilot

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

, Translation:

Predictability only fair - seemed harder in X than Y little
more force in X.

a Attitude:
Little more attitude response than required.

* Height: Good.

* Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
Precision easier thmn gross - didn't have to predict so much
because errors kept smaller.

9 Forces Displacements: I
toticed bit of disharmony in force X vs. Y.

* Special Control Techniques:
None in particular, just lead.

TASK PERFORIANCE/WVORKLOAD:

e X-Y-Z: Workload pretty heavy - able to do satisfactory tracking and
landings - occasionally it would go completely out of the box
on me.

e Landing:

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Noticed turbulence because I was having to work so hard

with my lead in all positioning.

GENERAL:
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CONTROL SYSTEM PILOT RATING

LONG/LAT VERT X-Y-Z TRK/LNDG FLT. NO. GENERAL

6/1.5/3 .15/.75/A 6/6 227E Second pilot

RESPONSE TO CONTROL:

* Translation:
Predictability poor in both axes - little hard to get started -
seemed to take a lot of force - to stop, if stick just neutralized
it would skate past about 2 boxes.

a Attitude: Noticed a lot of attitude motion.

e Height: Good.

0 Precision vs. Gross Maneuvering:
Precision - as long as I kept it in close and turned up my gain
I could do better in precision than gross maneuvering,

* Forces, Displacements:
Seemed to take a little heavy force and displacement to get what
I wanted in big translationad - initial and final the same
harmony was good.

* Special Control Techniques: For big translation, almost had to go
open loop and just mechanically put in an opposite and equal stick
input to stop - that worked as good as figuring it out.

TASK PERFORMANCE/WORKLOAD:

. X-Y-Z: Workload quite high because of poor predictability - also, up
and away attitudes not bad but in close to a boat I'm not sure.

* Landing: Little easier than X-Y, Y-Z

TURBULENCE EFFECTS: Kept me busy staying in box.

GENERAL: Good feature - Z-axis - objectionable features- predictability
and big attitude changes,

11-114
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Appendix III

EQU I PMENT

The major equipment elements used for the Task Va experiment were:

* The X-22A Variable Stability VTOL Research Airplane with its

special subsystems.

0 The Microwave Landing System.

* The telemetry van and digital data collection system.

With the exception of the Honeywell Precision Ranging System to be described

subsequently, all equipment employed in this exp)eriment was the same as that

described in Reference 17.

The principal uses of the various research subsystems of the X-22A

(Item 1 above) for this particular experiment were as follows:

a Variable Stability System

a. Artificial :-.eel system characteristics for evaluation

pilot.

b. Actuation of flight control system for in-flight simula-

tion requiremeitts.

Airborne Analog Computer

a. Synthesis of flight control systems.

b. Simulated-aircraft control-response characteristics.

c. Mechanization of equations to define position of aircraft

in space relative to MLS site.

II -
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d. Mechanization of filters to blend MLS and aircraft accel-

eration data for smoothed signals in both flight control

and display systems.

0 Head-Up Display - (Including NOVA 3-12 Digital Computer)

a. Generation of symbolic flight control task which was per-

formed under VFR conditions in both the horizontal (X-Y)

and vertical (Y-Z) planes.

performed under (essentially) IFR conditions during

ground simulation using the X-22A airplane.

* Airborne Magnetic Tape Playback Unit

!
a. Source of time-varying perturbation signals for landing.-

ship target (in X-Y and Y-Z coordinates) which were

tracked during the in-flight experiment.

b. Source of simulated atmospheric turbulence (acting through

flight control system).

Analog block diagrams for the flight control system, synthetic tur-

bulence generation, navigation and complementary filter equations are pre-

oented as Figures III-I to III-5

The Microwave Landing System

The scanning beam MLS used for the experiment is basically the U.S.

Army Tactical Landing System consisting of AN/TRQ-33 Ground Set Equipment and

AN/ARQ-31 Airborne Set Equipment.

111-2
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Two significant alterations have been made to the basic equipment

for the particular requirements of X-22A researclh:

1. The airborne equipment was modified to produce absolute position

information in spherical coordinates fixed at the MLS site, i.e.

elevation angle (e azimuth angle and slant range

(piLS). (The basic equipment provides only e'rror information

from a fixed localizer and a glide-slope angle which is select-

able in flight). This modification was made for the X-221A

Task IV Research Program.

2. As part of the Task Va effort, the addition of a prototype Pre-

cision Ranging System (PR.S) developed by Honeywell and on loan

from Honeywell to Calspan. This equipment provides a 2500 feet

maximum slant range rmeasurement with a resolution of 3.0 inches

(as determined experimentall)y by Calspan after installation of

the PRS on the X-22A). For the Task Va experiment, the PRS

range information is used in place of the basic HLS-DM. to achieve

an overall accuracy on the order of t one foot in X, Y, Z coord-

"inates defining the aircrafý position.

Special Equipment Considerations

Preparation for Task Va required a major effort and significant

accomplishment in developing the schemes and systems to provide aircraft posi-

tion information with a resolution of at least ± one foot while at the same

time insuring "fail-safe" operation upon sudden loss or interruption of any

position signal.

The requirement for the high resolution came about from the preci-
sion demanded by the control tash, i.e. the necessity for the pilot to per-

ceive changes in the position of the aircraft (as displayed on the IHUD - and

in the real world) as small as one foot.

; •111-8
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t I The uncompensated effects of failures in the aircraft position infor-

mation, as used in the flight, control system, may be (and tend to be) distinctly

different from the effects of failures in the other information channels nor-

mally used to achieve the simulated aircraft characteristics. Briefly stated,

this is because most signals are perturbations about zero or near-zero values

whereas the range signal is initially a large value (order of 1000 feet) and,

depending on feedback gain requirements, changes on the order of 0.1% of this

value may produce significant activity in the flight control system. Even

biasing out the initial range value does not prevent sudden loss of range sig-

nal from introducing an intolerable transient in the flight control system.
Furthermore, Y and Z are approximately the product6 of absolute range times the
MLS azimuth and elevation angles, respectively, so that loss of any HLS sig-

nal may produce unacceptable flight control system transients.

To provide positive protection against MLS and PRS failures, the

scheme shown in Figure 111-6 for the X coordinate was mechanized in the air-

borne analog computer for all three coordinate measurements. The actual values

of the parameters in the protection circuits were determined experimentally

by simulating various; ILS failures while using the X-22A itself in a ground-

simulator mode. Using the aircraft and VSS in this manner eliminated the

practically impossible task of modeling all of the mechanical hydraulic and

electronic components and systeras distributed throughout the aircraft but

directly involved in determining the VSS shutdown characteristics. The fail-

ure protection circuit adds first order filtering to the position input to

the complementary fIlter. As can be seen by the filter input/output relations,

the selection of the filter break frcquency at 15 rad/sec, results in negli-

gibly small gain and phase errors in the comaplementary filter output.

Prior to implementation of the MLS Failure Protection circuits, auto-

matic shutdoI'wn of the VSS was produced only by any one of the four primary

control actuators (pitch, roll, yaw, thrust) reaching a pre-set maximum rate

or velocity. Any MLS failure caused the system to shut down ii, approximately

130 milliseconds. However, the large command signal resulting from the fail-

ure produced a significant impulse in the flight control system within the

11I-9
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TO VSS KSAFETY TRIP K2

SI

S+

SS3 + •,S2 + X KjS + X K2 [.707; .3561114.5)
X (S + )(IS2 +K S + 21[.707; .351 ('15.0)

; S3 + (K1 + W ) S2 + X KIS + X K2 [.695;.35] (15.0)
T" (8+ X 11S 2 +KIS+K 2 1 [.707; .35] (15.0)

Figure 111-6 IMPLEMENTATION OF MLS FAILURE PROTECTION CIRCUIT ON INPUT
TO COI1PLEr1ErTARY FILTER
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130 milliseconds period so that abrupt control stick inputs as much as several

inches were observed.

After implementation of the MLS Failure Protection, VSS shutdown

during simulated failures was consistently achieved in 25 milliseconds with

no detectable transients in the flight controls. The ground simulator results

were then verified in extensive growuid and taxi tests using all of the actual

equipment (aircraft and MLS). Following the ground tests similar results were

verified in flight tests.

The following table shows the mhinimum amplitudes of step changes

in position data which were predicted to shut down the VSS safely and the values

determined experimentally. The differences are thought to be due to circuit

cohmponent tolerances and the fact that the test steps were not as mathematically

perfect as those applied in the analysis (zero rise time, sharp corners, etc,).

MiniLium amplitude of step change in position data required to shu-Z

dowu VSS with no control system transients.4

Predicted Measured

X 80' 150' to 200'

Y 80' 50' to 100'

Z 35' 50' to 100'

Three other changes made to the equilipment to enhance flight safety

are the following:

1. Flashing the annunciator panel whenever the ru. altimeter

descent rate reaches 15 feet per second.

2. Providing the evaluation pilot with a digital readout of radar

altitude on the IIUD.

3. Flashing the aircraft symbol on the HUD whenever radar alti-

tude is less than 50 feet.
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Appendix IV

IDENTIFICATION RESULTS AND SYSTEM CALIBIATION

Thiis appendix describes the methods used to determine the X-22A

closed-loop l)ynamics from flight-measured responses.

At the start of the experiment a mathematical model of the X-22A

was available from an earlier flight experiment (Reference 8 ). This nodel,
emplloying linear aerodynamics with nonlinear gravitational and kinematic
terms, was linearized and served as the nominal model for the p)urpose of

feedback gain selection in this experiment. However, because of the limited

quantity of data froe which this model wits obtained and because inertial vel-

ocity feedback had not previously been employed, it was felt that a more

thorough modeling effort was required in order to ensuirc that the closed-loop

dynamics for this experiment were accurately known.

Systom calibration was acco;pl lished with an advanced paraneter iden-

tification method which determined the parameters of a constant coefficient

linear differential equation model which best fit a set of measured closed-

loop responses when the aircraft was excited by carefully designed and

executed test inputs. The identification method was a batch proces:sing algor-

ithm (Generalized Partitioned Identification Algorithm, SPIA) dev•olped at

Calspan (References 13 and 14) which accounts for the effects of random nois-a

on the fliglit measurements.

Dynamical equations utilized in the identification were of the phase

variable (controllable canonical) form. This form facilitated the direct
identification of transfer functions since the parameters, pi, of the identi-
fication model are the coefficients of the numerator and denominator poly-

nomials. Theoretically, if the vertical mode is well decoupled, the minimum

order of the longitudinal or lateral dynamics is third order. To accommodate

potential higher order effects, if required, the model programmed incorporated

up to eight measurement equations and ten first-order differential equations.

As evidenced by the results, however, a third-order model proved to be suffi-

cient.
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P'• A typical set of equatifons for the identification of the closed-loop

pitch/translation dynamics to a pitch stick input is given below.

• (s) P4 + 1;6S + P6" 2
" '5 Cu) - _____

'uu

S0 (u) 1 7 + + ~8sq (o)}= -•,
ee e "

L)(B) ' + 1,2v) + p3a2 + s3

The complete identification model was considerably more complex and general

purposo than the above equations indicate and contained bias parameters in
both the state and measurement equations. 2

System excitation for parameter Idontification was provided by the
X-22A evaluation pilot who was instructed to manually apply two back-to-back

doubletis with control reversals every four sieconds, pause with no input for

"four seconds and then apply a 10-second step input. A typical pilot input

can be seen in Figure IV-l for the pitch stick and Figure IV-2 for the roll

"stick input. I

Inputs were applied in the pitch and roll axes separately. This

procedure allowed separate identification of uncoupled pitch dynamics using a

third-order transfer function model and separate identification of roll dy-

namics as well. The yaw axis was not identified because the heading hold

control system mechanized effectively decoupled the yaw degree-of-freedom

from the pitch/roll attitude dynamics. Furthermore, the yaw axis dynamics
were not a variable in this experiment and were not varied. The vertical
degree of freedon was identified separately from the pitch and roll degrees

of freedom using a first-order differential equation model relating vertical
translational rate to throttle input.

IV-2
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Parameter identification was performed using the pilot's stick and

throttle displacements as the inputs and the closed-loop vehicle response as

the outputs. Thus, the identification results described the X-22A as aug-

mented through its feedback of attitude, angular rates and translational

rates.

Identification Results

Twenty-two pitch and roll records were taken for identification pur-

poses. The configurations spanned the entire range of control systeu dynamics

arid control sensitivity studied in this experiment. Specifically, the command

path gains varied from 3.5 to 13 ft/sec/inch, the path mode time constant, T.,

varied from 1.5 to 4 seconds, and the inner loop attitude systora had natural

frequencies of 2, 2.5 and 3 rad/sec. The results for the inner-loop attitude
system of 2.5 radians per second, the baseline for this experiment, are

discussed in this section.

E~ngineering outputs from the parameter identification algorithm con-

sisted of the following information:

* Identified transfer functions and the resulting pole and zero

locations and path mode time constant.

0 Overplots of measured and idcntifiec' model responses forced by

the calibration control inputs.

Examples of the latter for pitch and roll stic, inputs are shown in Figures

IV-1 and IV-2. The excellent quality of the time history matches (the flight

data overlays the computer-generated resp~onses) is strong evidence that the

model form and parameter values are correct.

To compare the dynamic characteristics actually achieved with the

design or nominal parameters, equivalent first order path mode time constants

and steady state velocity gains were conputed using the identified transfer

IV-5• i' tIv-5
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function models. This comparison is illustrated in Figures IV-3 and IV-4 for

the longitudinal and lateral axes. From these data, it is observed first that

there is scatter in the parameters computed from the identified models and

second that the achieved velocity gains and path mode time constants are lower

than the design or nominal values. Furthermore, the discrepancy is greatest

for the lateral parameters. The scatter is thought to be attributable to dif-

ferences in the hover airspeed between individual calibration records since

the X-22A stability derivatives are functions of airspeed.

To smooth the effects of scatter in the identified transfer func-

tion models, these data, together with known feedback and command gains were

employed to ctilculate unaugmented stability and control derivatives for each

identified configuration. By simple averaging of these identified deriva-

tives, an updated stability and control coefficient model of the X-22A was

produced. Figure IV-S summarizes the data used in these calculations for

selected stability and control derivatives. A comparison of the coefficients

of the updated and the nominal model are presented in Table IV-l. Differ-

ences of significance to the current program are those in the speed stability

derivatives (M , L ) and the pitch and roll control sensitivities (M6 , aL
U 6e a

The higher than nominal magnitudes of A, L are responsible, in

part for the higher path mode time constants since inertial and aerodynamic

speed stability are additive. As a consequence of the higher control sensi-

tivities, the loop gains for all augmented configurations were larger than

those assumed in the design process. The significance of this difference to

the augmented dynamics and the flying qualities results of the program is

discussed in the body of this report (Section 4.1.1).

Identification of Thrust Dynamics

The vertical dynamics of the unaugmented X-22A were assumed to be

modeled by a simple uncoupled differential equation give below.

W 0 6 a
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TABLE IV-l

COMPARISON OF NOMINAL AN4D UPDATED

STABILITY AND CONTROL DERIVATIVES

Derivative Updated Model Nominal Model

X - .16 - .15U

Xq -3.52 0

Xd 0 -. 143

.023 .015

l .2 .23
q

.479 .348

- .175 - .06

y 3.67 -1.67
p

ya0 0

L ..038 - .0148
L p -. 1 .0698

L .588 13
Units are ft/sec and radians
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where e is the vertical translational rate in an earth axis system and 6 is

the collective input. As described in Section 2.2.3, the vertical augmenta-

tion consisted of a first order integral/proportional prefilter together with

feedback of altitude and vertical translational rate. Thus the closed-loop

transfer function was of the following form:

*K C(s#X C)Z
e = C

C C

where the throttle-collective relationship is given by

(s+;Xa)

6 K= - T -K.ýz + Kz
a C a T7 0 z

This control law was mechanized in either of two ways. In the first

case the prefilter time constant and altitude feedback gain were set equal to

zero thereby producing the following simplified transfer function

K z 6  ZT6

6 s-(Z +Z K.7) = -z
T7 w6z

In the second case, the translational rate feedback and altitude
feedback were selected to produce two identical real roots, one of whiich was
identically cancelled by the prefilter zero. Thus, the form of the transla-

tional rate transfer function remained first order although this second case

had the desired feature of altitudo hold.

"Parameter identification was performed on both types of models using

a simple first-order model for the reasons just described. Using measurement

noise on the complementary filtered vertical translational rate signal of

0.2 ft/sec produced the results listed in Table IV-2. Overlays of time his-

tories of computed model and aircraft responses to throttle calibration inputs

are shown In Figure IV-6. The identification results indicate that the gain

through this path is larger while the dynamics of the system a.e reasonably

close to the initial estimates. When thei three results are combined using

IV-11
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a weighting factor proportional to the accuracy (variance) of each identified

parameter, the unaugmented X-22A derivatives can be extracted. These results

are shown in Table IV-3

TABLE IV-2

THRUST AXIS IDENTIFICATION RESULTS

Nominal Identified

ZZ ZI Z'
Configuration Feedback 6T2

196A(XTl2) Z -6.44 -0.5 -7.74 -0.6554

196B(XT13) -3.22 -0.5 -3.522 -0.4797
196C(XTII) + Z -6.44 -0.5 -7.399 -0.565

TABLE IV, 3
UNAUGMENTED X-22A VERTICAL STABILITY AND CONTROL DERIVATIVES

Initial Updated
Derivative Estimate Estimate

Z6  -1.5 -1.7
C

Z -0.12 -0.10

The numbers given in the last column of Table IV-3 are recommended

for use in all future X-22A hovering experiments.

It is noted that if the updated 6erivatives :in Table IV-3 are used in

the altitude hold control mechanization, exact cancelling of the prefilter

mode with one of the real roots in the denominator does not take place. The

closed-loop dynamics for this configuration are given by:

•e _ -7.293 (e+. 5)

6T- (a+. 6816) (8+. 4157)

Because of the high damping of this control system, the lack of

exact pole-zero cancellation is not significant from a pilot-in-the-loop

IV-13
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L.

control standpoint. The quality -.f the time history overlays using a first

order identification model validates the adequacy of a lower-order control

response model.

Identification of LORAS Scale Factor

Early in the data analysis for this program, significant differ-

ences were noted between the tail LORAS airspeed measurements and the iner-

tially derived (complementary filtered) translational rate signals. Recall

that the heading axis system translational velocities ch and lh were derived

onboard the X-22A by complementary filtering the position information from

the MLS with accelerometer data. The tail LORAS,on the other hand, measures

the u, V components of airspeed at the tip of the vertical tail. Although

airspeed was not employed in this experiment as a feedback variable, it was

intended to use airspeed and inertial velocity measurements to estimate am-

bient winds and turbulence.

In order to cast the problem of calibrating the LORAS with respect

to inertial data into a form compatible with parameter identification, the

following mathematical model was utilized:

C(t) = -20 C(t) + X
u T =P 41C(t) + P60

where x =xh - .2705 q

The last equation is necessary to correct the inertial translational rate at

center of gravity to the tip of the tail where the LORAS is located. The

identification program attempted to find the best values of P4 1 " P50 and C(M)

so as to minimize the mean squared error between uT and the tail LORAS signal

(UT). In the steady state,the relationship between the inertial data an4
41tail LORAS is given by the following equation: uT - ax + P where 8 = is

T50 20
the desired scale factor.

IV- 14
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Since the above model assumes that no atmospheric disturbances exist

except for steady winds, records taken in calm, ambient conditions were selected.

However, several longitudinal identification results were not successful be-

cause of turbulence effects. The best results are shown in Table IV-4 for the

longitudinal case.

A weighted average also shown in the tables is computed by weighting
each estimate in acco:vdance with the accuracy (variance) of the identification

of parameter Pi%"

TABLE IV-4

LONGITUDINAL TAIL LORAS 'CALE FACTOR

Configuration Scale Factor* S

204B (XII31) 1.19

204(2 (XC32) 1.57

204D (XC33) 1.43

213C (XCMS) 1.34

W!eighted Average 1.35

*u,.,(LORAS) -- vi (Inertial) a [ r l 2(Iietif 'ix (inertial) - .27,5 j]

TABLE IV-5

LATERALL TAlL LORAS SCALE FACTOR

Configuration Scale Factor" S

204A (XB30) 1.58

204B (XK331) 1.86

204C (XB,32) 1.81

2041) (X1333) 1.76
IW'eighted Average 1.78

*V (LURAS) = *,•(Inertia!) = L,[;,(inertial) + .2705 p]
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Results in Tables IV-4 and IV-S show that the ratio of LORAS to iner-

tial velocity is 35% in the longitudinal axis and 78% in the lateral axis.

These rather sizable scale factors may be the result of

1) Flow blockage caused by the vertical tail (the lateral case only)

2) Flow effects induced by the ducted propellers (longitudinal and

lateral).

Earlier calibration of the LOIAS performed using an instrumented

automobile did not indicate significant scale factors near zero velocity.

This method, however, did not duplicate either the flow blockage due to the

tail or p)repeller effects. Furthermore, it was a static calibration in that

the automobile was either at constant speed or slowly accelerating. Flight

calibrations, however, did in.licate significant nonlinearities in the -.-LORAS

signal, likely due to static pressure differentials at tho tip of the tail

(Reference 16). The records chusen for LOIZAS identification, on the other

hand, were the same records used for X-22A aerodynamic identification and con-

sisted of either fore-and-aft or side-to-side oscillatory maneuvering with a

period of 8 seconds and an amplitude of ±5 ft/ec (aplproximately).

It is important to note that careful :,a;.ination of the LOIAS sig- I
nals and inertial measurements showed no perceptible phase lead or luI between

the two signals. This determination cuuld be made because the effects of

either q or p on uT or v were approximatcly sharp -pikes. The on the

LORAS signal agreed noicely w~th the spikes on the inertial dato corrected to

the tail location.

The Ao~ results .3uggest that a ca:libration of the LORAS as ThlSta~lld

in the X-22A is required. The results of TabŽles IV-4 and IV-S are not recommended

as new calibro.tion factors because of 1) the limited sam.ple of data used, and

2) the unresolved scatter in the data. Because of these calibration result3,

LORAS measurements were not used iD the e-tiriation of winds and turbulence.

Tj Additional measurements are recorunended to calibrate the tail LORAS for future

simulation efforts.
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~ I Appendix V

MISCELLANEOUS DATA

Table V-i is a compilation of statistical measures of control util-

ization during the X-Y-Z tracking and the landing subtasks. For each stbtask,

the controi power measures arem threa times the standard deviation and the

maximum control defined as the absolute value of the largest command during

an evalutiton subt.ask. Control utilization was analyzed separately for each

subtask to minimize averaging effects in the standard deviation calculations.

I
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